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INTRODUCTION 
9!, .. igen wrote. urr all happens according to the Viill of 
God• and if' H:ls desires are fixed• prayer hA.s no meaning. nl 
Certainly, believing Christi~ns of all generations hRve been 
· cognizflnt of the problem '.'Jhich Origen here so tersely 
summarizes. On the one hond , orthodox Christianity has 
always taught that God has established and rules all that 
exists according to H; s immutable will. Side by side v1ith 
this f aith in the Providence of God 1 the Church has also 
P-lways believed in the validity and e.f'ficacy of prayer. 
And yet• th~ individual Chrlstian can sce.rcely evade the 
thought: if God h Ps so established the universe thPt 
whatever h~ppens, happens according to His sovereign will. 
then prayer is not necessary, inAsmuch as God's will is 
done without manis prayer. Petitions for spiritual gi~s 
e:re perhaps more immune to the difficulties of' this problem, 
but certainly conditional prayers Rre aJ.J. but obviated if 
the problem is not solved. 
The purpose of the present study is to investigate 
the problem stB.ted towards the end of' establishing 
unequivocally the f act that condit1ona1 prayer is a valid 
reality in the real.m or God's providence. A solution of 
the problem is, of course, impossible on any other premises 
lMario Puglisi. Prayer , (New York: The Macmil.la.n 
Company. 1929). p. 249. 
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except those which ere faithful to Scripture. It will be 
noted how the systems of rational philosophy serve onl.y to 
establish the impossibility of reconciling the fact of 
God 0 s providence with the fact of conditional pra;yer. 
According to such systems, the problem is usually solved 
by denying either the reality of conditional prayer or the 
real ity of providence. 
In view of this, the essayist will seek a solution of 
'the problem in the light of Scripture. His course of 
investigation will be to first establish the nature and 
validity of conditional prayer as a true form or prayer, 
then to de~lne the validity of such prayer in reference to 
the providence of God, and finally to establish the inter-
rele.tionships of the two concepts, a.l11vays in a Scripturally-
orientated manner. 
CHAPTER I 
THE REALITY OF CONDITIONAL PRAYER 
A. The Proper Nature of Conditional Prayer 
Christian prayer is commonly and correctly described 
as th~ conversation of the believing he~.rt with God.1 In 
gen-eral, Cri...ristian prayers are of two types. They may be 
addressed to God as .prayers of the.nksgiving or as prayers 
of supplication. The latter includes all petitionary 
prayers, to which group conditional prayers belong. It is 
this fo1•m oi' pra.ye1", therefore, which will be considered 1n 
the present study. 
An understanding or the true nature ·.or conditional 
prayer involves the study or its definition, its attributes, 
al'ld or certain dif.ficul.ties relating to its proper usage. 
In order to establish the definition or conditional 
prayer, one must first investigate the pertinent Biblical 
terminology referring to prayer. The word 11prayer" itself 
has many equivalents in the language or the Scriptures. No 
less than r:tve Greek words in the New Testament and twelve 
Hebrew words in the Old Testament are translated by the 
English term, "prayer. 112 When viewed etymologically, the 
lps. 19:14; Ps •. 27:Sc 
2~-;1µ1 Filwa.rd Biederwe1.f, How. Can God Answer Pra:yer (Chicago. wffloDP- PUl>ll.sru:ng o~. l906h.P• 38 • . 
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English word may be traced back to a Sanscrit word, praach, 
which. means to ask.3 Trras the etymology of the word orrers 
the important indication tllat prayer does not consist so 
much in a communion with another person as it does in a 
petitioning of that pel'Son. 4 
The Biblical terminology referring to prayer more often 
describas the attributes of prayer as such instend of the 
de~inition of conditional prayer itself. Several key-words, 
however, indicate the basic nature of sueh prayer. Chief 
o f these in the Old Testament is the verb it Pr , which, 
together with its noun t 1 Sn f't, 1s used 147 times. 5 It 
.. - : . 
is thought to be dei .. 1ved from a. root meaning to cut, and 
its connotation is primarily that of intercession.6 
It appeals to the sovereign ma.jesty of God as one 
whose pr~rogative it is to decide the ~erit s of the 
ca se and viho has the po17er to pu~ His ~ill concerning 
the matter into swift execution. · 
One notes an excellent example of this term9 s signifi-
cance in I Sam. 12: 83, where Samuel says, 11God forbid that 
I should sin against the Lord in ceasing !g_ ~ for you. a 
3Ibid. 
4Ibid. 
5a. F. B. ·compston, "Prayer," He.stirut•s Dictionary 
of the Bible, edited by James Hastings (New York; Charles 
scrTimeres ·sons, 1943), p. 744. 
6Ibid. 
7Biederwolf, .22• cit., p. 260. 
Bital1cs by the essayist. 
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Four or the Greek words in the New Testament which 
translators have chosen to translate "prayer" also rafer 
quite c::1ef'in:1. tely to the nature of conditional prayer. The 
term 6 to pa.1 , f01.. example, in.rieren."tly signifies a petition 
of need. Cremer states that. this word , in the Biblical 
Greek, me~ns a desire combined with a basic want.9 Quite 
s5-m.ila!• to t his t erm in content is the word £(?1.1>Td.w, uhich 
again 1 .. ef'ers to an urgent petitioning. This word, howe'!er, 
implies an. attitude differe_nt from that of its synonym, 
, " 
e<1T <: w . The letter, says Trench, is ''the constant word by 
which is expressed the seeki:P..g or the inferior from the 
superior, of the beggar from him that should give alms.tt10 
To t:tus Bengel adds thut Jesus never uses the second term, 
~IT~IAl, in re.ference to· His own praying.11 The fo~mer, 
according to Kittel., is 11e1n herzliches, deml-ttiges, oder 
doch h8fliches Bitten.ul2 Usually the prayers of Jesus are 
1,,___ b h" rd , / descr =,. y t 1.s wo ,~ ~wT'c:Hu • The fourth Greek word 
referring to the matter under consideration 1S'TT'eocr~u~o~~, , 
whioh ·was chosen by the translators of the Septuagint to 
express the meaning of the Hebrew it e !\.n • In the New 
.. - : . 
9Herma.nn Cremer, Biblico.:Theological. Lexicon of~ 
Testament Greek, translated .from the German by· w11Ilam 
Urwick (F.dinburgh: T .. & T. Clark, 1878), p. l~. 
lOC,remer, .22• .ill• , P• 71. 
ll.Ibid. 
12 .. , a Heinrich Greeven, ~ ~ w-r"ci..w, Xh.eologisches Worterbuch 
zum Neuen Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: 
Verlag von w.· KobJhammer, 1935), II, 682. 
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Testament this word appears ~t least 120 times, and is used 
only in reference to tr-~e Christian prayer. It is the term 
used to deseribe the prayer or Jesus in Gethsemane, for 
13 example.- Speaking of this i·m1~d, Biedernolf says: 
This is something mo~e than resignetion; something 
more than submission. It is saying. ''Thy will, O God, 
be -done"; but it is more. It is the davoteIIlfit of 
self' to God in seeing tha.t His will is done. -
t"hus. as has been indicated from the me~nings of the 
above key-words, the concept of petitionary prayer is 
clslll'l.y described in the Scriptures. But just wrd3.t then, 
according to t hese terms , is conditional p1~ayer? Perhaps 
·the de:rinition of this form of prayer may best be under-
s tood if such prayer is contrasted with that form of prayer 
Ir~own as unconditional. 
Whenever believers pray ror temporal blessings, they 
pray con.ditionP.lly, Mtt. 26:39; but if they pray ror 
spir1.tu?.l blessings, they pray unconditionally, since 
God has promised to grant them His grace, forgiveness 
of sins, lifeJ. and salvation under all circumstances, 
2 Cor. 12:9.lo 
Conditional prayer, therefore, is a form or pet1t1on.cu-y 
prayer. but is distinguished from the usual petitionary 
prayer in that it seeks temporal, and not spiritua.l, bene-
£its f'rom God. And in addition, conditional prayer must 
l3Luke 22:44. 
14B1ederwolf' • .sre,. cit., P• 272. 
l5J. T. Mueller. Christian Dogmatics (St. Louis: 
Conco1--dia Publishing House, 1934), P• 433. 
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a.J.wnys be uttered in reference to God's will ru1d must also 
always recognize that its validity and efficacy is subject 
to God 's will. The ends such prayers se~k a.re not to be 
regarded as exclusively ma.terialu rather, the term ntemporal 
bless1ngs 11 refers to the ~ntire range of blessings necessary 
to the earthly well-being of present time-space entities in 
eontradistinc·tion to those blessings essentia.l.ly related 
on.ly to the spiritual realities of the Kingdom of God. Thus 
a. prayer which seeks a blessing in the realm of man's psychic 
nature may certainly be condition~l. for a psychic blessing 
need not be tante.mount to a spiritual blessing. 
As has already been implied, conditional prayer, 
properly speeJd.ng, is the privilege and prerogative onJ.y 
o:f the ti~ue believer•. Only the regenerated one can know 
the tru:e God who alone hears and answers prayer. Only the 
regenerated ones have been placed in such a relationship 
with God that they may make their supplications known unto 
Him.16 The Scriptures not . only teach this re.ct, but also 
i t;s corollary: the prayers of non-believers are not val.td 
prayers, and therefore pagans cannot be assured of an 
a.nswer to prayer, earnest and sincere though their utter-
ances may be.17 
16 Eth1 J. M. Reu and P. H. Buehring, Christian cs 
(Columbus. Ohio: The Luthers.n Book Concern, 1935~, P• 178. 
17cr. 1 sam. 28:6; . I Kings 18:26; Prov. 1:24-29. 
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Nevertheless, even Christians misapply conditional 
prayer, a f'act so tersely phrased by James, "You ask and 
q.o not receive, because you ask wrongly, to spend it on 
ym.u- passions. nl8 It is n~cessary, therefore, to inquire 
more deeply into the nature of' the prayer for temporal 
blessings, this time to discover its proper conditions. 
Pr operl y speaking. one ought not to speak or "the 
condi tions 1• of true p111ayer, :for only one condition is 
demanded by God. "The only aondition He makes, 1• says 
Dr. Arndt, ''• •• is t hat the prayer be offered in true 
fsJ. th .. 1a19 Friedri ch Heiler expresses the same fact in 
s omewh n:t more philosophical terms: 1iAlles naive Beten hat 
zur Voraussetzung den Gla.uben an die reale Existenz und 
den ant hropomorphen Habitus des angeredet Gottes.n20 Such 
a v iew, ·that f'ai th constitutes the essential condition of 
true pro.yer, .is certainly corroborated and substantiated 
by ·the testimony of' the Bible. Christ speaks quite ple.inl.y 
in Mark 11:24, lt'J'Jha.tsoever things ye desire when ye pray, 
beli eve that ye have received them and y~ ·shall have them. 0 
18James 4:3. 
19w. Arndt, ChristiM. Pryer (St. Louis, Concordia 
Publishing House, 193'7), p. 50. 
20F. Heiler, J2!m Gebet (Munchen: Verlag von Ernst 
Reinhardt, 1921), P• 210. 
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So also Paul: 1t!f any of you la.ck wisdom, let him ask or 
God... But let him ask in fa..i. t h , nothing wavering. ,.2l. 
One hov,ever cMnot abruptly close en investigation of 
the mE1nner in wl11ch true condi'l:;ional pr~yer is to be 
addressed to God by simply s aying that faith is necessary, 
for such f eith has mnny f acets, which, when individually 
considered, will help to determine the rich ra.miflcations 
or t his essenti8i condition. 
Virtually synonymous with the conaition or faith is 
the condi."tion tha·t prayers are to be expressed in the name 
of J esus . Christ himself established thi s prerequisite 
wh€n He .s nid, "Whatsoever ye 8.Sk in my name, thfl t will I 
do. 1122 To analyze t,he meaning and signif'ic~.nce of "prP.ying 
:!.n t he name of J esus" is to probe into the innermost citadel 
of ~a ith. Some suggest this means merely to follow the 
example or Jesus' prayer life when one prays. Meaningf\ll 
·though such a view may be, it stP-.tes but h~J.f the truth or 
0 p1'aying +n the name of Jesus. n It is not an act so much as 
an attitude which is described by this term. One must be in 
personal union vii th Christ through fa.1th before the prayer 
in Jesus • name can even become a reality. It was Augustine 
who expla ined this so simply when he wrote, "vVe pray to Him, 
213. Tim. 2:8. 
22John J.4:13. 
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through Him, in Him. n23 Bishop Gore also captured the same 
truth. He said, nprayer 1n the name of Christ is something 
which ean only arise out of a will and heart redeemed by 
Christ, and brought by Him into union with God."24 But 
perhaps the clePrest explanation of the me~...ning of "praying 
in the neme of Jesus~ is the one given by Dr • .Arndt: 
Comil1g before God, we should have the name of Jesus 
upon us and exhibit it as it were. The Savior tells 
us that we should appear before God as His disciples, 
His followe1•s. 19In His na.me 11 is here equivalent to 
1
•v11 th His name. n It means that we plead the merits of' 
Chl'ist as .we voice our supplications, pointing to His 
atonement ~s the basis of our assurance that we shall 
be hem .. d. 2 .... ,1 
Ve1,y evidently then, the phrase 0 in the name of Jesusu 
is not ~ magical t6uchst~ne to be thrown into a prayer as 
a h aphazard a.fterthougllt. The prayer in the nrune or Jesus 
is one of moral correspondence with the mind and will of 
Christ, snd of f'ull assurance that because of His merits 
sueh prayer is acceptable and will be heard. From such 
trust1.ng confidence, says lllther, this prayer "receives its 
value and dignity so P-S to be acceptable to God and its 
force and dignity the.t it must be heard. 1126 
23H. .Martensen, Chl-1st1P..n Ethics, First Di visi~ 
Individual Ethics, translated from the German by wl am 
Afriect (Fourth Edition; Filinburgh: T. & T. Clark, n.d.), 
p. 173. 
24c. Gore, Prayer~~ Lord's Prayer, (New York: 
Edwin s. Gorhrun, 1898), P• 21. 
25Arndt, .22• ~., p. 16. 
26Ib1d., P• 17. 
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Clos.ely allied to the two conditions of prayer 8l.1~ea.d.y 
di scussed 0 and in rnct implicit in them. is the tP..i.rd: 
true prayer is to be prayed according to the will or God. 
There a.re some who believe t hat the principal l aw or all 
p1,uyer is t.o p1:-sy, "Not m.y will, but 'thine be done. n 
Chrfst.ian prayer is essentially an active identifica-
tion of the human will with the divine will; end. that 
co-nf5.denee which is its di stinctive privilege consists 
in two things - first, the persuasion that our will is 
:tn harmony vd t ... h God's; ruld.7second, the certainty that God 's will shall be done.2 
To be sure t the importance of this aspec·t of praying 
is . lesrly s tressed in Scripture: 0 And this is the confi-
dence t.he.t we have in Him, t.he.t , if we ask anything according 
to His will, Re heareth us.~28 
Two facts are immediately derived from the above 
pa.ss9.ge. The first is thr-i.t conditional prayers are valid 
only when they are in he.rmony with the will or God; and the 
second, a corollary of the first, is that conditiona.l. 
prayers are valid only when the petitioner's will is limited 
to and by the Divine WiJ.l. The Christian who prays condi-
tionally does not expect his human will to prevail, but 
rather expects Godos will to be done. Nor does true con-
ditional prayer desire those things which the petitioner 
k..\'lows to be inimi cable or even opposed to God• s economy. 
2'7R. H. Coats, The Realm _gt Prayer ( London: .Macmillan 
and Co., 1920), PP• 89-90. 
281 John 5:14. 
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To pray for such ends would be, in the words of Luther, 
0 e1ne Gottesversuehung, dem keine Verheisung gegeben ist."29 
t~s is oi' com-se obvious, praying accordlng to the will of 
God is again possible only for these who are in f aith and 
who pray in the name or Jesus. Yet the believing petitioner 
dare never assume that his prayers for temporal matters 
will alv,ays be consistent with the pur•poses of God. The 
very f act th~t his natui:e is simul justu~~ neccator is 
proof positive of this fact. No Chl'istian can ever lay 
claim i;o so high a degree oi" moral correspondence with 
Chr:l st th8t; he could ·with p:r.i stine clarity be certain of 
every aspect of God' s will in temporal matters; hence the 
pertinency and necessity of praying conditionally. One is 
here reminded of John Gerhard 1· s advice to the one who preys: 
LGt him pray wisely, by which I mean, let him pray for 
those things which minister to the divine glory and 
the salvation of his neighbours. God is all power:f'Ul, 
therefor e do not in your prayers describe how He shall 
aet; He is all wise - therefore do not determine when 
••• Those things which He promises conditionally - for 
example, temporal things - those on the same principle 
pray fo1.~ condi tion~lly. Those things whi.ch He does 
not promise at ~11, those also you will not pray for 
at all. God often grants in His anger v1ha.t His good-
ness would deny. Therefore, follow Christ, who f'ull7 
eon.foi"'ms His w:tll to the will of God. ~O 
There is still another cha..ttac:teris·tic of the comitional 
prayer which is uttered in true faith. One might, for want 
291). Vo:rwerk, Gebet und Gebetserziehµng (Schwerin i. 
Mecklenburg: Friedrich Helm, 19~3), p. 210. 
30oore, .212.• cit., pp. 21-22. 
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of a bet te1" phra.se. c all t his .fourth characteristic or true 
prayer 1tthe importu..'fl.1.ty of desire •. 0 Two or Christos parables 
are di r ected towa.!"ds the emphasizing of this principle. The 
firs~; is the account of the Midnight Appee.l.131 where it is 
quite pointedly asserted t hat the one who he~.rs the mid.night 
ci,y of' h.is friend arises because of the f'riend' s 1mportunous 
peti t,ioning. The s econd pa.rable32 tells or the importunate 
widow whose persist ency moved even a.n unjust judge to action. 
Both parables indicate t.ha.t if human beings (and unjust ones 
at that ) hear importunous requests, then how much more will 
a just and merciful. God do so. 
The nature or such impo?tu..Yli ty of desire is picturesquely 
po~trayed by t wo of the Biblical words used to describe 
p1' ayer. The firs t is the Greek 'E·i--.,..~i'v w , which litere.l.l.y 
connotes nstretched-out," but which .in translation is given 
t he meaning of' 11inten·tness" or 11earnestness. 033 "It is a. 
word repres enting the soul u..71.der the sway of an intense 
pa.ssi on ; stretched out, with its. every energy strained in 
the exercise to which it is d·evoted. n34. '\Jery significantly-, 
i t is this word which is used to describe the prayer or 
31Inke 11:5-13. 
38wke 18:1-8. 
33J. H. Thayer, Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
Testament (New York: American Book Co., ieagf,~ 200. 
34Biederwo1f, .Qll• S,!1. , p-.- 246. 
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Jesus i n Gethsemane, where, 0 be1ng in an agony he prayed 
~ ~nest :i._z. n35 Here, then, is the term which describes 
the earnestness of an importunou s prayer; but importunity 
also includes persistency, a t r ait exemplified by the Greek 
<. I 'f 
word UTTW1Tld.JW • The root of this word bears the descrip-
tive meaning of 0 one who beats e.nother9 s face bla.ck and 
'bl ue . 030 By extension, the term a.lso means "to give one 
intol erable annoyance by entrea.t ies. :;l)'7 T'ae dramatic 
persist ency which this term describes is perhaps best seen 
from the f act tbat it w~s chosen to depict the praying of 
the midnight petitioner in the parable referred to above. 
What then is :,1mportun:i ty or desire n in prayer? It 
i s the e Ar nest pe1"'sistency of one who prays in faith. It 
is , as I saiah so aptly says, the 11stirring up of ourself to 
t ake hold of God."38 Quite obviously again, such a trait 
flrdis possibility and p1 .. opriety only insofa.r as it is part 
and parcel or the pra.yer in the name of Jesus. In the words 
of Mat t hew Heney, 12we prevail with men by importunity 
because He is pleased with it.nag 
35rtalics those of the essayist. 
36Tha.yer, .2£• .ill•, P• 646. 
37Ib1d. 
-
38coats, .22• ill.• , P• so. 
39Arndt, .22• ~~-·, p. 56. 
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.At this point care must be taken to a.void a misconcep-
tion which might easily be deduced. f'rom the preceding 
discussion. All too often it is concluded that if a 
Christian prays condition.ally in the proper manner, his 
prayer is .assured. of being automatically answered in the 
way desired. SU.ch a. view, however, is far from the truth. 
Wilhelm Walther very strongly denounces this erroneous 
conception when he ,ivrites: 
Die Bibel stell·t bestimmte Forderungen an den Beter, 
m:1 unberechtiger Erhl:Jru.ngservm.rtung zu wehren und zum 
Ideal des Gebates hinzuweisen. Aber es steht nicht 
I 
so, dasz Gott w.11 gezwungen. w~e. jades Gebet zu 
er hdren, welches den Antorderungen entspricht ••• Dann 
wihae ja das Gebet eine Besehw8r2.111gsformel, ein magisehes 
Zaubermi t·tle, durch welches wir Gott zu unserem Werkzeug 
nm.chen.40 
Very evident1y then, conditional prayers cannot al._ways 
be as sured of the answer desired. But how me.y one account 
f'm? ·this difficulty? St. Augustine attributes the ineffec-
tiveness of prayers to three reasons, taken either separately 
m ... collectively: !!.~~ill§. lit~; li!, male, n! ~.41 
:1.·he . .fi1•st asserts that some people are unt"1 t to be heard 
when they pray because they are not agreeable to God; the 
· second, that others are not heard because their prayers 
lack some of the neeessary qualities or a good prayer; the 
third, that others are not heard because they pray tor 
40vorwerk, £:e.• ~. , p. 620. 
41F. Girardey~ A Treatise .sm Prayer (New Orleans: 
T. F1 tzw1lllam & Co. , · 1885) , p. ·15. 
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unsuitable thlngs.42 Al.l three of Augustinets assertions 
draw attention to the basic difficulty confronting ·the con-
cept .of' cond.i tional pr aye!", w.d that is the radical ev11 o~ 
s in ·within the pe·titioner. Sin causes both petitioner and 
petit,ion to be dis~reee.ble to God. P.nd even though the 
prayer '£or ·tempoi~ru.. 'things arises :from faith and is uttered 
in accordance with all the attributes of true prayer, still 
a difficulty remain.s. Th.e per.feat k'n.owledge of God's will 
which once resided in the imagq~ is not yet the posses-
sion of the believing petitioner, inasmuch as he is still 
siIID!l .:ius~i.!-§. fil .12.,epc.?.:,tor. This obstacle lies at the very 
root of t.he concept of condi tio?'l..al prayer. It is just 
because no ma.n on earth ca.n or does knov.1 absolutely what 
every aspect or God 9 s will is for temporal things43 that the 
prayer for such matters must of necessity be expressed with 
the conrl.ition, "nevertheles~, Thy will be done." 
B. T"ne Va.lidi ty or Condi tione.l Prayer as a Form of Prayer 
That the nature or conditional prayer is f'irmly estab-
lished by Scripture has now been proved. Yet the question 
still remains, is such prayer a valid form or prayer? Is 
conditional prayer in Agreement with the nature of Christian· 
. . . 
prayer as such? There are those -who E1nswer with a strong 
42Ibid. 
-
43&ec. 6: 12. 
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negative and t hus all but obviate c·ondi t1onal prayer on the 
grou:.ru:1 that it is inconsistent '>'Ti th the spirit of true prayer. 
! n -the main1 such negat.:ton aJ.~ises primarily :t'rom the 
phl.los ophical investigation of t he nRture of prayer. 44 
T"nis type or investigation examines prayer with the vie,·; 
of: establishing i t s ultime.te v aluations. Accordingly, that 
which appears a.s being essentially good, true, and beautiful 
in prayer, is exalted; whate.,J~r else fails to satisfy the 
critique of reason l s discarded. The result is a philos-
ophical concept of prayer, a concept 0 innerh~lb der Grenzen 
der bloszen Vermnft. tn And within this system, conditional 
prayer has no place. 
T'he tenets of a rationalistic ethics recognizes nothing 
essentially good in conditional prayer. There are those 
who even go so ra.r as to St:I.Y that no prayer can be ethically 
justified, and that the1'ef'ore there should be no praying. 
At +ea.st, this was the idea. of Schopenhauer: nJeder Ritus 
oder Gebet zeugt unwidersprechlich voi:i Idoletrien a..'ld 8lso 
Kant:· 11Be1 dem Gebete ist Heuchele1. n45 ( One can..l'lot help 
but be reminded here of the pithy comment of Matthaias 
. Claudias: "Ob die Menschen beten d'8rf'en - eine Frage wie 
die, ob die Menschen eine Nase haben durfenl '')46 
44He1ler, .Q.I?.• cit., p. 202. 
4~bid. , P• 210. 
46Il>ig. 
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Most ethical systems, however. recognize the va.lidity 
of at least one type of prayer, namely, the prayer of 
thanksg:lvj_ng. And why should not this be the best f"orm of 
prayer? The CPJ•istian, as both Schleiermacher and RitscbJ. 
say t nlready has such precious treasures in reconciliation 
that. his only ethical response should be that of praise and 
..-.-."'L"'i..rc;,,g·t .. d na 4/'I v .. ,ji.., L L O:l..,;.t ..L. V "-• «:, e And since petitionary prayer is obviously 
not eikin to either praise or -~~anksgiving, it is discarded 
£~om usage . Or expressed even more accurately, petit1onary 
praye1 .. ( and especially its conditional form) is definitely 
selfish. Mario Puglisi in his book ,Prayez.: broadly hints 
that all such prayer• is eudaemonistic. If' this be true, 
t h.en the c.u•i t i c!sm of Eduard v.on Hartmann rea.lly destroys 
·the ethlcal validity of cond1 tional p1 .. ayez• when he says,. 
0 vom standpunkt .eines h8heren religi&sen Bewustseins ~ssen 
die eudaemonistischen Zweeke des Kultus ala irreligi8s 
e1 .. scheinen. i}48 Fosdick likewi se largely discredits condi-
tiona l praye1" on these gounds by accusing it of valuing 
.. ---- . 
God ' limerely because of the things He may give.n49 
But how do suel1 e1'i tics evaluate t}?.e petitions of" the 
Lordcs Prayer, and especially the petition for temporal 
. b.enefi ts'? One approach, that or Tolstei and Schl.eiermacher, 
47vorwerk, .SW.• .£!!•, p. 605. 
48Heiler, .!m.• cit., P• 203. 
49.H. E. Fosdick, The .Meaning .2.t PraYer (New York: 
The Abingdon Press, 1915), p. 24. 
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seeks to minimize the petitionory aspects of that prayer. 
Both, for example, understand the fourth petition as a 
request fo~ spir itual blessings alone, which view they reel 
ivould definit ely elevate the na.ture or this petition. 50 
Schleiermacher also discredits the f':t:f'th petition. For 
him, the desire for the strengthening of the consciousness 
of God 0 not the forgiveness of sins, is the essence of this 
peti tion.51 These two men thus minimize the petitions but 
accentuate the elements of praise in the Lord's Prayer. 
Another explanation seeking to justify the presence 
of ·pe"tlti o:ns in the Lord 8 s Prayer is that which would 
classi fy these pet,i tions 0.s prayers of thanksg:t. ving. Th.is, 
at least, was the solution advanced by Ritschl: 
Di e Bitte um da.s Brot des Bedarfas ist vielmehr 
Ausd1•uck des Da:nkes an Gott, wenn einersei ts vorsus-
gesetzt ist, dasz Gott die Beddri'nisse des Lebens var 
der Bitte, um diesselben zu gewahren bareit ist 
(Matth. 6,8), andrerseits, dasz man den Lebensbedarf 
durch die eigne Arbeit erwirbt.52 
For .Ri·tschl, in fa.ct, all petitionary prayer is but 11eL11.e 
Aba-rt. des Dankgebetes. 11.SZ> 
The following words of Sehleiermacher aptly summarize 
the res"'i.1lt;s of a rationalistic ethical judgment of con-
ditional prayer: 
50vorwerk, _sm. e1 t. , p. 595. 
51Ibid.· 
52Ib1d. , p. 605. 
53Ibid., P• 604. 
I 
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Diejenigen, welche sich ri:ibmen dssz sie anhP.l.ten 1m 
Gebet u.nd nicht nn1de werden, Gott zu bitten, sind noch 
f ern von wa.hrer Gottesfurcht. Es 1st e1n Zeichen 
groszel"'er ur1d auf'r:tcht:1.gei~el' Fr8Mmigkeit, wenn das . 
B1:t-cgebet sel ten vorkommt und uns nicht lange 
beschtiftigt ••• Das we.hre Gebet soll .u.n.s des Bit.tens 
vergessen machen.54 
The ideal form of such prayer is quite succinctly expressed 
by Rosseau: "I bless film for a1.l His gif'ts, but I do not 
prey to F.iim. What have I to l'3.sk Elm for?n55 
Conditional prayer is also adjudged as invalid by 
rati9na.listic metaphysics. Meta.physics searches for the 
ul·i;ime.te and high.est truth, and in its investigation of 
p1:-ayer it concludes t,he.t the most v e.lid form of prayer is 
the one v:hich seeks resig?'...ation to a deterministic and 
1.miversal will. 56 One immediately detects J!.n element of 
Stoicism in. such a concept. Heller alJmits this when he 
writes: 
D~s ArJleimstellen a.ller Einzelffl!nsehe an Gott leitet 
zu jener Form des philosoph1schen Gebets ~ber, die in 
der Stoa 1hre h8chste Vollendung erreichte: zur 
Aussprache del"' vollen Wunschlosigkeig und Gelassen-
heit, der r~~tlosen Ergebung in die Hinde des 
scbicksals.5r 
Mevertheless, it is this very view which is embraced by 
Ritschl; for him, the prime function of prayer is "die 
54Ib1d., PP• 592-593. 
55coats, .QR.• ill• , P• «. 
56Heiler, .22• ,g!1. , p. 206. 
57Ibid. 
-
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Unterordnung U..ll.ter Gott e.nzuerkennen. "58 It was Rosseau 1.. 
-
again, h owever 0 who forced tb.1.s vie 1 to its logical extremity 
when he evaluated the prayer which seeks the greatest resig-
nation to Godvs sovereigrr~y as being the most perfect 
pr ayer .59 The antithesis of the prayer of resignation is 
·t he pr ayer seeking God' s intervention. And since condi-
t ional prayer, accordi ng to the proponents of the concept 
now under discussion, is the crudest species of that genus 
of pr ayer which petitions for God's intervention, it is 
i ncapable of being justified as true prayer. There is 
Piehte 8 for example, who discredits the prayer seeking 
intervention because it is, as he believes, the vestige or 
pri meval ps.gani sm. "Das System,:! he writes, tt1n welchem 
von einem ~bermichtigen Wesen Gl~cksel1gke1t erwartet wird, 
ist de.s system der Abg8ttere1 ••• und so al.t w1e d.as 
men.schliche Verdenben.n60 Or there is Schleiermacher, who 
cells such prayer foolish and superstitious.61 He at least 
is honest in his logic. His presupposition is that in the 
relation between ere~ture and Creator there can be no inter-
action of the creature upon the Creator; only a resignation 
58Vorwerk, .2.l?.• .£!!. , p. 604. 
59Jieiler, ~· ~., p. 200. 
60Ibid., p. 203. 
~lF. Schle1ermacher, Ib.2, Christian Fe.1th (Fdinburgh: 
T. & T. Clark, 1928), P• 673. 
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is possible on the part or the creature. And so Schleier-
ma.cher concludes, "a theory of prayer which starts with ideas 
like t hose just indi cated we can only describe ••• as a lapse 
i nto magic. ,362 
Cl osely akin to the criticism which would obviate con-
ditional prayer on purely metapbysicnl grounds is that 
whi ch attempt s to do so on the basis or a.esthetica.l pre-
suppositions. TP..is approach seeks to establish the ideal 
essence of prayer as that which appeals to the aesthetic 
t aste. And what i s such prayer? The prayer which exe1tes 
admiration or delight by virtue of its nature, rather than 
by vi rtue of its uses, is ideal prayer. The practical 
exemplification of such nn ideal may best be seen in the 
prayer of meditation and sublimation or mystieism.63 A 
mro1 who prays thus 11sits in fellowship with his friend, 
neither begging for things, ••• but gaining the inspiration, 
vision, peace 1 and joy which friendship brings through 
mut,uaJ. comrm,mion .. "64 Or even more lucid is Emerson• s 
definition of such prayer a.s 
••• the contemplation of' the facts of' life from the 
highest point of' view. It is the soliloquy of' a 
beholding and jubilant soul. It is the spirit of' 
God pronouncing his works good.65 
_62Ibid. 
63Pugllsi, 
.ml• cit., p • 209. 
64Fosd1ck, .2:Q.• cit., p • 69. 
65Pugllsi, 
.21?.• cit., p • 152. 
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Truly. a beauti~l concept of prayer, the aesthete would 
admit . But on the other hand 1 he would look with utter 
d i sdain at condl tional prayer·. He feels such prayer is a 
boor ish beggary. It suggest s to him the thought of one 
seeking to 0 c:hnnge the will of God and curry favor or win 
gi fts by coaxing. 1166 And wha.t pra.yer could be more dis-
t ast e f ul to the st~.n.dards of the aesthete than thr..t which 
seeks t o e.ssault the highest Ideal in the manner or 
condi t ion.."ll prayer ? 
If the natura l conclusions of the above philosophical. 
investign.t i ons are acceptedp. then cond.itional prayer will 
of course have been quite incisively ema.scula.ted. And it 
in theor y the best prayer is that or pra~se, resignation, 
and cor.rt:.emplation, then it also follows tha·t in actuall ty 
t he bes t prayer is effective only subjectively. Seneca 
a l.ready intimated thi s, for he s aid prayer is merely the 
comforting or a sick soul (aefQrn;e mentis solatia).67 In 
modern times this very same convtction is expressed with 
more or less refinement. Some today actually conceive of' 
prayer as being nothing more than a noble form of auto-
suggestion: 11Give up all idea that someone does anything 
for you when you pray, but remember that you can do a great 
56Fosdick, .9.J!• .£!!_., P• 69. 
67Heiler, .9.2. cit., p. 203. 
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deal for yourself. 1168 Of course, it wa.:s .S:chleiermacher who 
\ 
gaYe such views most impetus amongst moderns. Preyer for 
him is 1•the :t:nner combination with the God-consciousness of 
a wish for f'a.il.l success. n69 To say that this view plays 
havoc with cond.i tional prayer is more than an understa'te ... 
ment .. Even if condition.al prayer would still be sanctioned 
with.in the .f.".ramework of Sehleiermacher~s definition of 
prayer, al l it could achieve would be to free the petitioner 
tlvon den aigenen AP.gelengenheiten ab aur die ·gemeinse.men 
Inte1~essen und G"li.t-er . n70 Or, if others pray conditionally 
?or us. 0 Es stt'irkt uns, wenn wir wissen, dasz and.ere teil-
nahmsvoll i'Br uns beten. Und wir m8chten ihre guten Wfinsehe 
n:.L~ uns r.dcht entt~uschen. ~1i 11he following explanation of 
the well-ln1own eondi tional prayers of the ship-wrecked 
Rickenba.cher party also assigns such prayers to the realm 
· of subjective efficacy: 
How did God ansiner those prayers? By thrusting into 
the minds of those men new ideas. or- resurrecting 
within their minds old ones ••• By bringing those ideas 
into the focus of' e.ttention, God released7~he reserves of power hidden within those men•s lives. 
68Fosdick, .9.2• ,gll., p. 30. 
69schleiermacher, ..22• cit., p. 669. 
70vorwerk, .QR.• cit., p. 597. 
71Ibid. 
72J. o. Gilkey, Qgg_ fil:!! Heln Xm! (New York: The 
Macm111a.n Co., 1945), pp. 67-68. 
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Thus rai, the claims of philosophical. investigation. 
But are the conclusions of such investigation really valid? 
There is rir..1ch which can be said even from a merely philos-
ophical basis by wa.y of refutation. In the first place, 
the positing of conditional prByer as an invalid form of 
prt".yer i s a n.eti:t!.g, princiJ:?i!• And secondly, there is no 
warr?.nt for assuming that a dilemme exists between condi-
tlon.i:::l prayer and the prP.yer of thanksgiving, integration, 
or eon11ilUnion, and that the dilemma can be resolved only by 
ret.a inlng the one type of' prayer i-1h1ch is amenable to 
philosophy and by eliminating the type of p1.•a.yer antagon-
istic to philosophical valuations. On the basis oi' reason 
one could just as x•eadily assert that a 11both ••• and," and 
not an 11·either ••• or, .1' relationship exi~ts between condi-
tionp-1. prayer and other pray.er. Even Mathan S8derblom 
sdrni ts there are two types oi' prayer: The mystic, which 
wi thc'lravrn to medi te.te on God, and the p1•ophetic, which is 
a sincere expression of need for help.73 And Luther, in a 
more orthodox menner, says, "There are two ways or dealing 
with God, namely, by thanksgiving and petition. 1174 
Still another ~gument from reason may be advanced to 
refute the views which object to the validity or conditional 
prayer. The pra.yer which philosophy pr_efers in ple.ce of 
73Pugllsi, .QR.• ill•, P• 152. 
"14Mart1n· Luther, sLuntliche Scbrif'te, edited by 
J. G. Walch (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1885), 
X, 2204. 
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conditional p1 .. a.yer is not valid prayer. It is so defined 
that its r eti.l content is lost; 8nd therefore the prayer of 
philosophy is me1""ely l"eligious consciousness. 75 Certainly, 
even t he poorest conditional prayer is more valid than thatl 
But vastly more import~nt in est ablishing the vaJ.idity of 
conditional. prayer are the arguments :f'rom Scripture. 
Scr1.pture, as ha.s already been noted• clearly describes 
the nature of conditionfll prayer. It however does not 
cease there with i ts discussion of' this ·form of prayer. 
The Blble also records both the command and usage of such 
prayer , and thus establishes conditional prayer as a valid 
form of prayer. 
That the Scriptures commend believers to pray is well 
1r..'l'l.. own. It is of course true that the 01.d Testament seldom 
mentions a command to pray, but certainly it does record the 
foot of prayer.76 The New Testament, however, often commands 
prayer in unequivocal terms.~7 But are ·prayers for tem-
por al goods, nsmely condition.Al prayers, al.so commanded? 
The petition of the Lord's Prayer for "daily bread 11 is 
often advanced as proof that Christinns a.re also to pra.7 
for temporal bene.fit_s.. And indeed, this seems quite im-
pressive especially when it is remembered how Christ 
75Pug1:1s1, .QE.,. cit. 
76aeu-Buehrtri.g • .9.R• cit., p. 176. 
77cr. Rom. 1.2:12, I Thess. 5:16, etc. 
l 
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pref'~.ced the Lord• s Prayer with the injunction, "A~er this 
Iilf\IL"ler, there:fo3:e pra.y ye. tt78 It irrill be remembered :f'rom 
the previous pages thfl.t S<?me would meke of this petition 
a mere prA.yer for spiritual 11dtlly bread. 11 Such a view, 
however, is hardly war1 .. anted by the intention of' Jesus. 
Never theless, many re:f."use to place the fourth petition in 
t he catego~y of conditional prayer, since they feel this 
petition asks only for those basic necessities which are 
supplied unconditionally. 
Is then conditional p1 .. ayer A.ctually commanded by 
Scripture? It very evidently is, according to the state-
ment of Matthew 24:20, 11But pre.y ye that yoi:xr f'light be not 
in the winter• neither on the Sabbath day. '1 The very ''pray 11 
is ha~e definitely imperative in the original. Greek 
a.7Jd the object of the prayer is definitely in the realm of 
temporal mntters granted conditionally. And when one notes 
tha.t Christ himself expressed this command, then one may 
with certainty conclude that tlle Scripture does specifically 
comma...110. conditional prayer. 
The argument of Scripture for the val.id! ty or condi-
tional prayer is strengthened also by the fact that it 
records many instances in which conditional prayer was used. 
The Old Testament, for example, records stirring and 
drama.tic instances of thl.s type. There is Abraham 
78Jlatt. 6:9. 
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i nterceding for Sodom;79 Moses pleading for the preservation 
of the I sraeli tes at the Red See.;80 Samuel praying for 
vict ory over the Philistines.Bl Such a list could.. oi' 
c om"se , be much extended, but that is he.r dly necessary, 
since 'these three examples clearly portray the usage of 
co:nd:ttionaJ. prayer 111 p:re-messianic times .. and even mor e, 
·these t :hr !3e examples a.lso give proof" of the ef:f'icacy or 
such pr ayer. The New Testament likewise records many 
applic8tions of t he pr ivilege and ef'f'icacy of conditional. 
prayer. One notes there the Syrophenieien woman beseeching 
the Savior for her daughter ' s cure;S2 the early Christians 
in J erus alem praying for the release of Peter f'rom prison;83 
Paul and. Silas petitioning God in the prison nt Philippi.64 
But the most noteworthy description of the use of 
c ondlt i ona1 prayer which the Scriptures record is that of 
Christo s prayer i n Gethsemane. All the Synoptics agree 
quite definitely i n showing how the Savior there uttered 
his prayer subject to the will of the Father.85 The very 
79Gen. 18:32. 
80Exodus 14:15. 
811 Sam. 7:5-ll. 
82:Mrk. 7: 25-30. 
83 Acts 12 : 5. 
84.Acts 16:25. 
85Jlatt. 26:39; Merk 14:36; Luke 22:42. 
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words, 0 li'a.the1~ • if thou be willing, remove this cup from 
me~ never t heless not my uill, but thine, be done, 8 obviously 
est0.blish this prayer as ·being corld1tional. To be sure, 
the context of this pr 0ye1• might easily be so understood as 
·to prove the inef:fica.cy of conditional pr~yer. Since many 
beli eve Cbrist t s prayer ia Gethsemane was not answered, it 
mig.nt be co,ialuded. t hat condi tion.al prayer, after a.11, has 
no validity befor e God. The author o:r Hebrews, however, 
refut es t his mistalren. supposition when he says· Christ's 
prayer i n Gethsemane nwas heard in that He reared. :186 
Wilhelm 'Walther offers the following commentary on this 
passage: 
Heb. 5:7 wird von dem Gethsemanegebet gesagt, da.sz es 
er h8rt~ worden ist. Die Erh8rung bestand in Befre1ung 
von der Angst 0 in der StHrkung von oben zum letzten 
Lei densk8!!lpt" (Lk. 22 1 4.-0). Freilich war die Erh8rung 
enilers, _als Jesus sie gedaeht hatte. Als Mittel, 
demit er .vom Todesgrauen befreit wlirde, hatte er Gott 
das Voritberge..hen des Leidenskelches vorgeschlagen. 
Gott er:rii.ll.te ihm seinen Wunsch und bef'l"eite ihn von 
de~~ JLYJgst, ·,7endete aber ein anderes Mi ttel de.zu a.n, 
ind.em er .ihm die Kr?..ft zum Ertragen des Sehwersten 
s t arkte.6'1 
Cer t a inly ~hen, the prayer of Jesus in Geth~ema.ne stends 
out not only as the most decisive example of conditionRl 
prayer recorded in the Scriptures but also as the example 
12.~ excellent or a.n effective conditional prayer. More 
will be said about the. implications of this prayer in sub-
sequent sections. 
86Heb. 5:7. 
8'7Vorwerk~ ~· cit., P• 616. 
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A summarization of the investigation thus far must only 
rei te.t .. ate the fa.ct thn.t Scripture definitely establishes the 
nature of conditional pr~yer vs a valid form of prayer. 
Scri pture validifies such prayer by defining its concept 
and also be describing its usage. But this only leads to 
the mo.re bttsic question already implied.: does not the fact 
of God~s providence obvlnte the validity of conditional 
prayer as an efficacious reality? Kant •. 1n effect. answers 
af"fl1 .. mati vely: 
Es ist einungereimter und zugleich. vermessener Wahn. 
duroh die pochende ZUdringlichkeit des Bittens zu 
versuchen, ob Gott nicht von dem Plan seiner Weisheit 
zmn gegenwsrtigen Vorteil tar uns abgebracht werd.en 
k8nnte.88 
Luther. on the ct.her hand,, would answer with a. strong 
negation: 
Niemend glaubt, wie krilrtig und stark das G.ebet sei 
-..ind wie viel es vermag denn der, den es die Erfahrung 
gelehrto und der's versucht he.t.89 
Wl1ose view then is correct, Kant's or Luther's? 
88Heiler, .21?.• cit., pp. 203-204. 
69Vorwerk, Jm.• cit., P• v. 
CHAPTER II 
THE MA.1'URE AND FUNCTION OF PROVIDENCE l>J3 RELATED TO 
CONDITIONAL PRAYER 
A. The Acts of God JEs:pecia.lly Related to Providence . 
P..n understanding of n.royid.entia 1s impossible unless 
those a.c·ts or Go~ which ro.'e especially related to it are 
f'i1"st examined. Dogme.ticians egree that provident!!! depends 
upon God Os foreknowled.ge (J?,r.§.esc1entia), decree (decretum), 
a.nd execution (executio); but they disagree e.s to the mean-
ings and 1m~tue.l rela.tionships of these divine acts. 
The c2"tlx of ·the conflict o:f course hinges upon the 
mea.uir1g of ,12ra.esc,:ter1:tig,. Tnere is unanimity in believing 
t.hut f.oreknowl _edge is a .form of God's omniscience. One 
could even accurately say the two are identical; for since 
t here is neither prio~ nor posterior with the omnipresent, 
eternal God, His prescience sub specie aeternitas actually 
embraces the all as though the all. were presently iDmrE"nent. 
In this sense, there:fore·, omniscience and prese1en-e.e are · 
identical. Usually, however, praescientie. is regarded as a 
speei~lc form or omniscience, consisting in that act or God 
whereby He knows e.lJ. thr-!,c. w1U exist in created reality. 
But now the quest:1.on arises, is such knowledge merely 
an intellectual. act or does 1 t also include causality? Some 
f'irmly maintain that the .absolute foreknowledge or God has 
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no causal effect whatsoever. "Dies und nicht weiter -
nl:hulich das neutrale AU.wisse~ Gottes - liegt im Bsgrift der 
All wissenhei tpn says Rothe.l In direct contradistinetion 
i s t he view or St. Augu.stine: 0 N'ot because they at"e, d<;;es 
God know all creat\lres spiri tue.l e..nd temporal. 1 but because 
He knows them, therefore they are. 112 And Aqui.nas speaks 
ev·e11. more f or e efully: 
The knowledge of God is the cause of 'things. For the, 
knowledge of God is to all creatures what the knowledge 
of' the artificer is to things made by his art ••• Now 
it i s mnnifest tha.t God Qauses things by His intellect, 
since His being is His act of .understanding.3 
F't'om Rothe' s view one could logically deduce a.· e~sua.listie 
worl d vi ew; from that of Aquinas and Augustine one could 
easily come t o a deterministic view. 
The Bible, of coursep ascribes both passive and active 
aspects to God's knowledge. It describes u!vine knowledge 
e.s a quality within the Godhe~d \Vhich embraces all; but it 
also speaks or Godfs knowledge "as a.Yl. ability a.nd skill to 
carry out His purposes. 1=4 There very clea.rl.1 is a mystery 
here which lnlman reason dare not and eannot try to fathom. 
Just how the purely intellectual a~pect of God's fore-
knowledge is related to causality is a question not answered 
· lBrunner, Emili Die Christliche Lehre von ~ (Zurich: 
Zwingll-Verle.g, c. 94t>!, P• 230. · 
· 2Aguinas ·Thomas, Basic Writ!~ of Saint Tho~ ~uinas, 
edited oy A. t .. · Pegis (New ::Zork: ~om .B~se, 194~ ~ 14'. 
3Ib1d. 
-4R. Ca.emmerer, "The Nature and Attributes ot God," 3.le 
milRfi,~grd, edited b;r ·Theo. Laetsch (St. Louis: Concor a 
:ii'if""House, 1948), II, 67. 
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in Scripture. An at·cempt ~t e. logical resolution of these 
t wo seemingly contradictory ~spects of praescientia would 
end either i n the Scylla which believes fill reality is 
. predetermined, or in the ChP..rybdis which believes all 
created beings are absolutely free. 
Nevertheless , God•s foreknowledge can obviously never 
be f:r-ustrated by created rea.li ty. 
P.11 existences and events m.11 be as God has f'rom 
eternity for eknown them; ·therefore the opposite to 
what is, nnd the di.f:ferent from it, cannot be; the 
power ~o the contrary does not ·ex1st . The inference 
is not merely -the non-existence of. a power to the 
contrary , but its impossibiliti.5 
The basic f act therefore rem?.ins that God kno~s all - all 
Tihich actually exists (scientla necessaria), all which 
poss:J.bly can exist (scientia libera), e..nd all which cond.1-
tion,~lly might exist (scientia media ). And .furthermore, 
just RS God is never separated f'.rom reality, so also His 
foreknm,ledge can never be reg~,roed as being independent of 
His purposes a.nd designs for created reality.6 
God does more than know all things that must, can, And 
may happen in the light of His divine purpose for the 
created world. He has also decreed to fulfill His foreknown 
purposes in, with, and through His providence of the world. 
5Tlleo Graebner, ''Predestination and Human Responsibil-
ity," Concordia Theological Monthl.y, V (March, 1934), 164. 
6caemmerer, .21!• cit., P• 67. 
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"lie is impelled by desires and plans to carry out the 
results of His insight into men and mankind."7 This then 
is the decretum of providence:8 the activity of God whereby 
He h~s willed to efficaciously uphold, concur with, and 
govern all crested beings towi:i~~d the manifestation of His 
own glory and the welfare or the uni verse. 
T'ne decretum of providence may well be best understood 
by relating it to the wisdom of God. To say that God issued 
this decree in wisdom is to s ay that "He disposes and or-
dains all things in a. most admirabl.e manner for the attain-
ment· of His eilrl, Job 12,1.a; 28,20; Rom. 11,33."9 Here again 
one must carefully avoid any distorted logical deductions. 
It \t10uld be easy to press the decretum or providence to such 
an extent that human responsibility would be denied. Hodge, 
i'or ex~.mple, teaches that God, in His decree, "according to 
the counsel or his will, ••• ror his own glory, ••• hath fore-
ordained whatsoever comes to pass.nlO However, one dare 
not refute Ho~ge's view by saying that God's decrees are 
entirely violable and therefore cepable of being conditioned 
by human liberty, for this would also be anti-Scriptural. 
7Ibid. 
aJ. T. Mueller, Christian Dogmatics (st. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1934), P• 189. 
9Mueller, .SW.• cit., p. 170. 
lOcharles Hodge, Systematic Theology (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1885), I, 535. · 
I 
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Ver y c leru'."ly, here a.gain is a. mystery. Scripture t eaches 
th~t God 1 s decrees are efficacious and inviolable; but i t 
also t e~ches that man is a volitional being, end as such is 
capable or ·:rree choice ( a.t lea.st in the area. rest ricted to 
ci v11 right eousness) without coe1 .. cion. Lutheranism seeks 
to give expression of beth these f acts by teaching, on the 
one hand , the necessitRs imrnutabil1ta.t 1s with reference .to 
God's decrees, and, on the other h P.nd, the contingentia 
re1 ... u~ vdth reference to human responsibility.11 And more 
speci.fieally, it understands the decree or providence as an 
gpu,§_ .ad e~t r a of God. wherein He recognizes and works through 
the intermedi ate causes which He has impl~ntad in the 
1,vor ld ,. 12 God e s decretum in the realm of providence thus 
never violr.tes the integrity o:r voli tione.1 beings. 'More-
over , it must be borne in mind that the decree of providence 
is always in the context of God's holy love. t'iha.t He 
decrees f or the world never denies Eis inherent holiness; 
nor does it ever deny His inherent goodness. His decree of 
providence is . therefore both just and go~. 
Implicit in pr~escientia aYld decretum is the Axecutio 
of God a s regards providence. Executio refers to the 
actl.1al a.pplic~tion or that which God has orde.ined in His 
wisdom for the attrJ.nment of His purpose in the world. 
llMueller, .9.n.. cit., p. l.63. 
l2Ib1d., p. 176. 
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Th~.t wh:leh God k.11.ows is executed in time-space, not as a 
caused result of', but in correlation with His t>ra.escientia.; 
and that which He decreesD He also executes explicitly. 
Wer·ner Elert, v.T5. ting in expla1i.ation of executio, sa.ys: 
••• da.s besa.gt nu.r, de..sz Gott, "was er sich vorgenommen 
und wa.s ex, haben will, 11 auch durchrlibrt, nicht aber, 
da.sz der ~Ullensvorsatz aus dieser oder jener von uns 
l'l..achzukonstruierende1:- 11 Eigenschart O Got'tes zwangs-
lgufig he~vorgehen muszte.13 
Nevertheless, the omnipotence of God is ee~tainly allied 
·wit,h the concept of executio. God executes :His purposes 
£'01" the wo1~1d in the ful 1 ness or His power. Does this mean 
He effects abs.olutely all thRt does or can happen? This 
would of cours e be possible with Goo.. But 11·-nird m!mlich die 
Al :i-m.acht Go·;;tes a.ls n,otestas absoluta verste.nd.en, so ver-
scbliri..gt d1eser Gedanli.'.e aJ.le creaturliche Selbstendigkeit. nl4 
One may accordingly rather speak o:f God• s ordin_ata potestas 
as being operative in H5.s execu~ion of providence~ TP..is 
distinction conceives of God as taking into conslderation 
the causes which He established in the worla.15 T'ne fact 
that God bas chosen to execute His nower in recognition of 
the volitional int~grity or created beings is thus safe-
guarded. Brunner says: 
l3werner El.ert, ~ Christllghe Gla.ube (Berlin: Furche-
Verlag, 1940) p. 28~ •. 
14Brunner, .2P.• cit., P• 266. 
l5H~ Schmid, Doctrinal Theology .9! ~ Evangelical 
Lutheran Church. (Philadelphia: Intheran Publication Society, 
1889) PP•. 128-129. 
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v ~ott 1st nicht an sich der AllmAchtige - eine solche 
Aussage 1st tdr B1bl1sches Denken ilberhaupt sinnlos, 
da .de.s Machtbe.ben Gottes - im Unterschied zum 
abstrakten Kllnnen - innner ein lle.chthaben ilber et.was 
ist.1.6 
And this lee.ds to the very threshold or the concept or 
providence itself, tor the God who established all. created 
reality still upholds and directs it according to His 
unbounded wis9,om, power, and goodness. 
B. The Meaning or Providence. 
Although .the doctrine or providence is clee.rl.y taught 
in the Scriptures, the word itself occurs there but rarely. 
The Hebrew langu?ge, in fa.ct, had no term corresponding to 
t he English word, providence,l., but the Old Testament 
.neverthel~ss abounds with dr~t1c portrsyal.s or God's 
gracious but just care or His world. The Greekff bad a word 
for providence, prono1a, which signifies forethought, 
either human or .divine. Both Xenophen e.nd Plutarch made 
much use or this very ·term to describe the we.tchtul care ot 
the e;ods over their wards.18 !he Apocr)"phe. show -two · 
inst.e.nces where pronoie. is used, both or these bei~ in 
Wfsdom. . There, in chapter tourteen, . yerse three, one reads 
16srunner, .21?• cit., P• 867. . · 
l '1w. Davison, •Providence,• 1PV9t1Da!f!' .2' Relf.t.g 
.Al¥l Ethics, ed1 ted b7 James Bastings,eir~ork: Cbaree 
Scribner's Sons, 1928) IX, 415. . 
18Ib14 • . 
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of God 0 s providence guiding a vessel through waves; and in 
chapter seventeen . ver se t wo. the reference speaks of l aw-
l es s men who are :iexiled from t he eternal prov:tdence. " The 
New Testament also uses the word nronoia twice, once in 
Act s 24: 2 and agai n i n Rom~.ns 13 :14. In both cases the word 
:1.s used to descri be huma...Yl. prevision. Beyond these two 
places t he word is absent from the :N'ew Testament. but again. 
as in the case of the Ol d Testament. the doctrine of the 
dlvine order :J.ng of the wo1~1a is everywhere apparent in the 
.New· Tes tament. One may then conclude with certainty that 
t h e Script ures fi .. om beginning t o end testify of God• s 
activity i n the wor ld and f or the world since His creation 
of the worl d . As Oettingen so forcefully says: 
Die ga.nze h. Schrift - j a . ich mclchte sagen nicht blos 
ihr Inhalt • soruiern e.uch ihr Dasein und Sosein. 1hr 
Zusammenhang und 1hr Rei ehthum best!tigt une. besiegelt 
uns di e Ge\v.iszhei·t einer providentiellen un~ wun<ier-
bru•en i/leltregierung Gottes.19 
C. l~e Forms of Providence 
On the basis of the Scripture.1 revele.tion or God' s 
acttvity in the world, the Church has formulated the doctrine 
of divine providence. In t his the faith or the Church 
asserts that God continuously cares for His world• that He 
freely cooperates with the causes He has established in the . 
v.rorld, and that He so orders the whole course or the world 
19A. von Oettingen, festem der Christlichen Heilswahr-
heit (Mdn~hen: Beck' sche erlagsbuchhandlung, 1900), I, 346. · 
-
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t hat His divine purpose for it will be i"ulfilled. These 
three asser t ions have ret"lly described the forms of 
providence: conservatio, concursus, and guberna.tio. It 
must be remembered that these tU"e not three separate or 
p:rogress iv·e aspects of -orovlde~; r ather, they are a.11 
mutuall y int er related in the immanent activity of God in 
the wo1~1d . 
1 . Prese:t"'1ation (eonservatio) 
I t i s clearly 8pp~.rent fr·om the Bible that the uni-
verse coul d not continue to exist if it were not supported 
by the wise omnipotence of God. 20 ·Rohne1"t says, 11 ••• die 
geschaffenen Dinge haben niaht in sich selbst die Kratt 
ihrer Subsis tenz, sondern nur durch Gott. ~21 The reason 
why cr eat ed forms a.nd beings still exist, therefore, is not 
because or any 1¢lerent principle of llfe vrithin them; this 
rat her i s due to the economy or God, nsoweit er sie 1hnen 
durch die der Sch8prung eingepflanzten Eigenscha.rten und 
Mittelursachen verleiht (Ps. 104; 145; 147; Jobs. 5,17).n22 
20Ps. 104:29; 145; 147; Col. 1:17. 
21w. Rohnert, .fil& Dogmatik m Eve.ngeliseh-Lutherischen 
Kircha (Bre.unsehweig und Leipzig: Verlag von Hel.l.Dmth 
Wollermnnn, 1902), p. 169. 
22Ib1d. 
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Trr~s the i'ull definition or eonservatio: 
••• pres ervation is the act of Divine Providence where-
. by God suste,ins all things created by Him. so that 
they cont inu~ in being with the prouerties implanted 
in t hei r n~ture"""and the~ers received in creation.23 
From t~1s one immediately notes ~hat preservati on is a 
continuous activity. Without such continuing action on the 
part of God , t,he qua.11 ties, properties, and powers which He 
freely delegated to His world in creation would fall into 
utter chaos. But t hrough the wisdom and omnipotence of 
God u all c r ee.tur es s.re marvelously preserved. 1•In other 
words • the cree:tures l1flve not only their being in God, but 
also perform. ·their functions through Him. 1124 
Does preservation, however, include conditional prayer? 
Th~.t it does is evident. In the first place, preservation 
teaches that every function of man is possible and is 
susteined only by virtue or the omniscient goodness and 
omnipotent wisdom or God. Since prayer is the communion of 
a believing souJ. with God, it is a spiritual tunction of 
me.111 a.nd thus is performed wi~hin the context of God's 
preservation. And secondly, the Holy Scriptures often 
ascribe the preservation of the world especially to the 
.Loi .. d Jesus Christ, 25 through whose name cond.1 tionel. prayer 
i s utter ed. This means that the Lord who commends such 
23schmid, _sm. cit. , p. rro. 
24Ja:ueller, Jm• cit., P• 190. 
· 25iJeb. 1:3; Col. 1:17. 
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Pl'"e.yer is also the One who, through His providence, makes 
such prayer possible a.nd hears it. It is therefore apparent 
that God has so arranged His conservation of the world that 
it incl udes anc1 1 .. eeognizes the valid conditional prayers or 
man. 
T"ne1"'e ru?e, hcwever, two distortions of the biblical 
doctrine of conserva:cio which are quite inimicable to '--· 
---condit.iona.l prayer. The first is that· of deism, and the 
second, pantheism. 
Deism gives full scope neither to God~s prese~vation 
of the world nor to conditional prayer in the world. 
According to the Deists, God 
••• me.de the 1.vo1"ld and impressed. upon it ~ertain laws; 
eri..dowing matter with 1 ts properties, and rational 
beings with the powers of tree agency, and having done 
this, he leaves the world to the guidance of these 
genoral lo..ws.26 
The God of the Deists is thus a god .!!l absentia. He has 
virtually no relationship to the world He created, for, 
being absent from time-space, He dwells in the supernatural 
realm. The lower, fixed order of the universe is then left 
by itself to work mechnnically and uniformly according to 
its own laws.27 Occasionally, however, the God or the 
higher, freer order comes as a deus s ma.china, or- better 
86:Hodge, ~· cit., p. 591. 
21R. H. Coats, The Realm Jl.t Prayer (London: Macmillan 
a.lld. Co., l.920), P• 43 •. 
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still, as a divine master mechanic, to miraculously set in 
order whatever demands ·attention. Some even deJlY' such a · 
very restricted invasion or God into . the nati;µaal order, as 
f'or example the l'.rminians, who insisted· upon a '1Nichtzer-
storenu of the world by Goa.28. Still other Deists distin-
guish between t he God of nature and the God of grace, 
ther eby implying that · the God who hears prayers is not the 
God who controls the mechanism or nature. 
How then can eonditio11al prayer fit into ·the system of· 
deism? Prayer is possible only where there is f~llowship 
with God. Deism ''• •• makes impossible that fellowship with 
the divine and th8t gracious assistance in time or need for 
v1hlch our souls yea1•n and to whicll . the experience of, IIllllti-
tudes gives testimony.~29 And even at best, ·deism w.o.uld 
stj_ll deny the efficacy- or condition.al prayer. One could 
perhaps pra.y to the deistic God of grace for spiritual 
girts; but since He is not the god ot .nature and therefore 
could not answer prayers for temporal girts, conditional. 
. . 
prayers would be valueless. Or again, i~ the world is n3 
more than a gigantic clock running. inexorably according 
to it;s own laws, .there. would be no need to pray conditiQll-
ally. Conditional prayer seekS interference from God -
' an impossibility in a mecha.nistie' world. 
28Rohnert, .2.ll• ci~., p. 16·9. 
29J. H. w1·shart, The Fact £t, .Prayer (New York: Flem1ng 
H. ·Revell. Company, .19271'":' P• 51. 
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Deism sees God as being totally transcendent, and the 
world as being totally independent. Pantheism, on the 
other hand, makes God so immanent that He is all but 1den-
ti~ied with the world. 
Der Pnntheismus gieszt ba~anntlich Gott und Welt in 
E1ns zusammen, sodasz ein Unterschied zwisehen Sch8pfer 
und Gesch8pf, zwischen Sch8p1'lng und Erhaltung nicht 
mehr besteht 1 und die Welterhaltung al.s forgesetzte 
Sch8pi'\lng erscheint ••• P.J.les Endliche soll hier mit 
blinder Not we~...digkeit aus dem P..llgott herauswaehsen, 
um d a.1121 in diese seine SUbstanz. wieder zurilckzukehren. 30 
Thus a st~ict monism is the rule or pantheism~ God and 
woi-•ld ere r e ally synonymous. ,iohne Welt kein Gott; und 
ohn.e Gott kein Welt. 031 And since God and world-are one, 
God i s actually no more thflll the sum or al.l the parts of 
'the wor ld. P. .ctivity is then but an ema.nat1on from the 
world-god. As mig..~t be expected, the crassest form or 
pantheism denies the personality or God. God becomes a 
person only insofe..r as He comprehends all personalities in 
the world. This vie,v drives the psychologist Cousin to 
write: 11Take away nature, and the soul, and every sign of 
· God disappears.n32 
And what is man, according to the Pantheist? He is 
but a moment in the lite of God, a mode of God• s existence. 
Moreover, since both the acts of God and the laws of nature 
30ftohnert, ,gp_. cit. , p. 169. 
31Hodge, . -2]?, git., P• 301. 
32Ib1d., P• 302. 
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are synonymously and necessarily fulfilled, it follows that 
·the volitionel. i'reedom of man is virtuaJ.ly destroyed. 
Spinoza. d1•ove this thought to 1 ts logical conclusion. 
11There is nothing contingent in the nature of beings, u he 
taught; "all beings on the contrary are determined by the 
necessity of the divine nature, to exist and to act, a~er 
a certain fashion. r;33 He1~e is an absolute determinism or 
all activity, even or good and evil activity--tor n1r God 
is all and all is God, then the evil and the good alike 
come from Him and do His bidding. n34 
Conditional prayer obviously cannot exist in a system 
of pantheistic monism. "A God who is immanent without being 
trr:inscendent ee..n as 11 ttle be a hearer end answerer or 
p1'$ayer as a God who is transcendent without immanent. n35 t/ 
Some Pantheists of course do allow tor c.erta.in types or 
prayer. For exrunple, they look with favor upon a blisstul. 
reverie or self-forgettulness and mystic eontemplation.36 
Nevertheless, conditional prayer itself would be impossible 
first or all because pantheism denies the possibility of 
man's communion with God. True, pantheism does merge God 
and man - even to the point of saying that God can rise to 
33Ibid., P• 303. 
34Wishart .. .2Jl• cit., p. 55. 
35coats, ~· git., P• 44. 
36IbJ.d. 
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sel:t-consciousness only in man. But •it prayer in its uue 
and proper sense or reciprocal coDlllRlllion is to be Jll81nta1ned. 
emphasis mt.1st be laid on the essential distinction between 
God and man, as well as the possibility ot union. .. a, And 
secondly, pantheism makes conditional prayer 1mpossib1e 
aJ.so because it destro7s the bellet that God is indepement 
f'rom the world and therefore can freely direct the wor1d. 
. . 
~,here God is identified with. and imprisoned in, the world. 
there conditional praying is hopeless. Thirdly• it every 
activity is absolutel.7 determined, then conditional prayer 
could hardly be a ve.11.d prayer, freely arising t.rom the 
faith of man. 
T"ne God of the pantheists is devoid ot wisdom am 
power, and so cannot preserve the world or hear am answer 
prayer; the God o:t the deists is removed tz.oa the world 
and also cannot preserve the world or hear and answer prqer. 
On the other hand, the GQd ot Scriptures ia neither ex-
cl.us.ively transcendent nor exclusively jJIPll8D81l't. !he world 
He preserves is not entirely indepement. nor is it entirely 
devoid or freedom. Just how the true God works with 1ihe 
world He preserves is the sub3ect ot·gopgu£SUB. 
2. Cooperation (qonqur:sus) 
Since God upholds all created beings according to Ille 
laws wb1ch He has granted thea, lt Jli.gbt 1D4eed appear as 
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though all change end activity in the world were caused by 
t~e creatu.~es alone, "'2nd Gott eben keinen ~eitern .l'\.nteil 
am Fo1"t best ehen der .Welt h'1tte ·a1s den, dasz er die der 
K-reatur ver leihenen Krgf'te und Gesetze fortdauern liese.n:38 
'l'his ml s taken c·onclusion the doctrine or divine concurrence 
seeks t o a.void, by directing attention to God's contim.2al 
.ac'ti vi ty wi ·th and through the po,.,ers Re created. The 
doct r ine is perhaps most concisely detined by Schmid: 
Concurrence, or the cooperation or God, is the act of 
Divine Providence whereby God, by a general and 
.immedia.te influence, proportioned to the need and 
c apaci t.y of' every c:re~.t-ure, graciously takes part 
with second causes in their ~ctions and errects.39 
The x;ela.tionsbip between God and the secondary causes 
(cau~ae secund.ae) with which He cooperates is most impor-
tant to the understanding or concursus. As is evident :rrom 
the above definition, dogme.ticia.ns often differentiate 
between q,oncursus genera.lis and concursus simultaneus. The 
first refers to the activity or God whereby He excites all 
powers to ac·t aecording to their nature. 40 The second 
descr·i bes God as not. only moving causes to action, but as 
also sustaining, guiding, and determining the action 
together with its ef.fect.41 It will be more apparent later 
38Rohnert, il• ill.•, p. 170. 
39schmid, Jm.• cit., p. 172. 
40sooge, .2.12.• ill•, p. 599. 
41Ibid. 
I 
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how this second distinction might easily be thought or as 
leading to anti-Script'U!"al conclusions. Nevertheless, the 
Bible definitely teaches that all creaturely activity is 
dependent, both in existence w..d efficacy, upon the omni-
potent cooperation of God.42 And yet, the cooperating 
providence of God d.oes not destroy the integrity or second 
causes. :rhe voli t:i.orn~.l capacity of man, for example, is 
not denied by the conoept of concu.rsus. Man can will, but 
he does so or.i.ly because God cooperates with such willing. 
0 God, by moving voluntary ceuses, does not deprive their 
a.ctio:ns . of being voluntary, but rather He is the cause or 
this ve1"y cause in them. 1•43 Tm.ls in the act of concurrence 
both God and the second cause a.re mutually and inter-
rels.tedl~r active: · God acts, and the second · cause acts 
simu.l t aneously. 
However, the operation .or the means is not coordinate 
with that of God, but .rather subordinate to it, so that 
·the secondary CA.uses work only so {f9 and so long as 
God works through them. Ps. 127,l. 
Really, here is the most significant fact about. the causae 
secunda.e. They are all means to an end. God cooperates 
with them in ·such a way that tln-ough them ttHe preserves and 
directs the things which He has made.it45 
42Phil. 2:13; Act.s 17:28; Is. 26:12. 
43Reginald Ge.rrigou-La.gre.nge, Providence (St. Louis: 
B·. Herder- Book Co. , n.d. ) , p. 160. 
44Mueller, .2l2• c1~., P• 190. 
45Ibid. 
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At this point it becomes Vf!!II!'T obvious how God's 
cooperating ·prov1dence extends also to conditional pr91'er. 
Just as He cooperates with eveI!'f activity ot man, .so 
certainly He also cooperates with the prayers ot man. 
Quenstedt even sperucs or a special concurrence in this 
area., "by which God 1s present to all. believers ••• dolng 
holy, honorable, and uset"Ul things, by supply1.ng the 
occasion, inciting, moving, aiding, approving,• tile work 
or faith. 46 C,omi t1onal prqer mq then ve'l!T appropriatel.7 
be regarded as a ·qausa seqgnda. ~s gives rise to an 
even more import~t observation: cond! tional preyer ia 
actually an instrument _ in the hands ot God. So• state 
quite !'rankly that it is a cause through which Goel works 
to produce a certain ·eff'eat.4T Dr. llu.eller sanctions aueh 
a view, tor he s97s Scripture assures believers "that al1 
things occurring· in the Kingdo• ot Power am in t>:18 KiDgd011 
or Grace are mediated through CbrisUan Prayer.•• 
The cooperating providence ot God therefore ""81Dl.7 
includes and takes cognisance ot the reality ot com1t1onal 
-prayer. It remains now to 41aeove whether Bis 1onrnlng 
providence does likewise. 
46SObJB1d1 .&• git.• P• 185. 
4'1oarr1gou-Lagrange, ..&.• Al•• P• 20&. 
481111•11~. a• .t&l• , P• as. 
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3. Governance (Gubernatio) 
Implicit in the eonaept of m;bernatio are the ideas ot 
'the divine design and control of the universe. Scripture, 
in f a.~t, not; or,.ly :J.ndie0.tes that God directs the world, 
but also says He has so designed it., that in, with, and 
through it,. His pm•poses will be fulfilled. And likewise, 
when the Bible s peaks of God governing the universe, then 
it rel!:l.lly also is saying He disposes and directs the aausae 
~~cund~-~ in such a manner that His purposes for the world 
Ere a~eady being attained. Here a.gain the divine vrisdom 
a_"ld power of God's providence are manifested. His wisdom 
in this eon.~ection 
••• means not only that the ends which God has in view 
ro.. . e consistent with His infinite wisdom, and that the 
mearts employed are wisely adapted to their respective 
objects, but also tll~.t his control is suited to the49 nature of the creatures over which it is exercised. 
Added to d:i.vine wisdom is divine power, which signifies 
the.t God's omniscient power 11ma_\ces certo.in the accomplish-
ment of His designs, which embrace in their compass every-
thi'ng that occurs.n50 There are two more attributes of 
God, however, which are espee'iaJ.ly relevant to gubernatio. 
The first is His holiness, which indicates there can be 
nothing in Ood~s direction and contro1 of the world that is 
inconsistent with His highest moral. excel1ency; He is not a 
49Hodge, .2l?.• ill• , p. 582. 
50tbig. 
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God who toys with Bis· world in a taitbless way. Aid the 
second is His mercy, which teaches that God controls and 
_directs -the world in love and forbearance. 
All these views ere bee.ut1:1'Ull.y SUDBP8rized b7 tbe 
following deti~tion or gubernatio: 
Government is the act ot Divine Providence bf wblch 
God most excellently orders, regulates, and directs 
the affairs and actions or creatures according to His 
own wisdom, justice, and goodnes& .. tor the &10!'7 ot 
His name and the welfare or men.fll 
However. does God I s governing providence allow tor . 
conditional prayer? The above det1Dit1on would say it 
does, tor it states that gubernatio •orders, regulates. and 
. . 
directs the affairs e.nd · actions ot creatures. • Certainly 
the · prayers· or Christians are here inclUd~. Am in add1-
t1on, if gµbernatio is God's .utilization or second causes 
"for the .glory of ·His name. am the welfare ot men,• then 
conditio~ prayers, if' properl,7 understood, are 'tools 1n 
the hands ot God whereb1 He accomplishes His purposes • 
. There a.re nevertheless several distortions ot 
. . 
guberne.tig·,: all of ~hich make con:11 t1.onal PN1V an 1111-
possibill ty. The first ls d~termin1S1l with its COJIPlex or 
allied ideas. All three forms of God•s prorl.c!enoe colll.4, 
or course, possib]J' be llianmtaratood u t.eacb1ng tbn Go4 
determines e.ll activity and that creatures have m t:NeclOIL 
'l'hia errone~-· ooncept1on how«er 1*iOJN8 wt applNII\ 
~d., :.22• sll• • P• l'l&e 
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1n connection w1 th guberpat1o, lMaoauae this doctrine 18 tbe 
epitome of the two preceding forms ot providence. 
Determinism essentially means that ffe"Jr7 activity 18 
caused and f'ixed b1 God alone. !he 1ntegr1t1 ot second 
causes is denied by determinism, since it holds that all 
e.ctivit1 is absolutel1 depement upon the one cause, God. 
There are or course many varieties ot determinisa. Arq 
theory which teaches that e. pre-established h8rmo:D1' exists 
for temporal events is certainly deterministic in essence. 
Aquinas,52 by way ot example, held ·that •the type ot the 
order or things toward their em" pre-existed in the divine 
mind. Ir this were true, then e.ll activitT 1n space-time 
would be nothing more than the 1nexorable.mecban1zat1on ot 
God's pre-established plan. Another variation ot deter-
minism is the Cartesian philosopb7 of the seventeenth 
century. The whole tendenc7 there was to merge all second 
causes into the sole first cause. This . in turn gaYe 
occasion to materialism on the one ham and pantheina on 
the other.53 
Dem llateriall-sms sind alle Lebensbnegangen, aellan 
das Denken und Wollen, blosze Xrattwirlmngen do 
Jla-terie um ibrer Atome; allea, 1fB8 1a der Well ae-
sch1eht, soll das notwenllge Produkt des in Ura~en 
um Wirlmngen .e1ch bewegenrlen Welwvlauts aelJI.. 
58oarr1gou-Lagrange, Jm• ~-, P• 158. 
5Saodge, mt• cit., P• ~. 
5fraohnert • Jm• .!!l• , P• 1 '18. 
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Jlater1_8;11sm o'bviously de~es all personal1t7, human 
as well as di vine. Within the pale ot materiallsm, t~ 
is to the mind as bile 1s to the liver; and the world 1a to 
its immanent determining principle as power is to electri-
city. 
But when materialism is synthesized with pantheism, 
then the result 1~ truly devastating, as &D7one who knows 
Spinoza• s vi-ews will agree. It must however be added that 
even the subtl.e pantheism of a Sob1e1ermacher is lust as 
devastating in ~he end resul~. Speaking of the latter, 
Vorwerk writes: 
Er n1mmt, .streng determ1nist1sch, einen 111cklosen 
Ksusalzus8llimenbeng an, verm8ge dessen das menschllche 
Handeln ebenso wie das Naturgeschehen streng gesets-
lich verlaute in einer notwendigen verlm&pf\mg Ton 
Ursa.che und Wirkung. 55 . 
How then can. there be 8DJ valid activity on tbe pet 
of second causes? Even at best, a theor;y ot determtnSa 
denies the integr.1 ty of the ~eedom ot . volitional seooa'l 
causes. Conditional prayer then cl.earl.7 bas . no plaee 1n. a 
deterministic world-view; tor it 8ll were absolutel.7 pre-
determined, there would be no need to prq con:l1t1cma)l7. 
. . 
Nothing, not even the God to whom oon41t1onal prqer .18 
addressed, could hope to ~trectivel.7 deter the \Dltol.41Dp 
of determinism.· Or -~..s.n, it all 1e pre4~'9rlllne4, eoa-
41 tional. prayer. ,. even it pno,1nt - woulcl be llat the 
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puppet-like expression ot a previ-ousl.7 determined ao\. 
Another distortion ot gubernatio which is hostile to 
co.ndi tional prayer is the view which holds that God 111 Bis 
governing · providence is absolutely immtable. Bol.7 Scrip-
ture of ·course does tea.ch that God is unche.ngeable 1n Bis 
nature and act1 vi ty. 56 But theologians• 1n their attempts 
to state in philosophical la.ngusge the unchengeableness ot 
God, have o.tt·en advanced to extremes!' Sometimes the7 bave 
described God as not only being immutable, mt also as 
being absolutely immobile and quiescent in His nature and 
activity •. 51 And when one says this, he is ready to agree 
that God's gubei-n.atio ·is t1xed 1n an absolutely llllllOYeable 
way. God would then be virtually imprisoned in His acUv-
1 ty. "Man kann das so au·sdr!oken," Werner Bl.art wri tea 1n 
this connection, "dasz man von Gott Freiheit des Wollem 
aussagt. 1158 Even Emil Brunner claims that wboner tb1nks 
or God's activity as being immobile, "der bat autgeh3r\, an 
den lebendigen Gott der ·Ottenbarung m denken, der 48Dltt, 
wiederum, an das unterschieclslose Absol.utep •59 
At this point the strictl,7 pbiloaophical expression 
of God's absolute imna1tabS11t7 can. easily become analogaaa 
56Nwabers 23:19; PrOT. 19:81; Jlal. 3:6 • 
. 57Bodge, Jm• git., P• 391. 
58.Elert·, .ml• Al•, P• 885. 
59Jlr.mmer • ~ .AU•• P• n& • . 
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to determinism. For it God's 1mmutab1ll't7 is so absolute 
that He is imprisoned in His activity, then "time am change 
are but the moving !mag~ of the Absolute.•60 1'he:re 18 
· something ominous about such a picture ot God and Bia 
activity 1n the world. The "unterschiedsloae Absolute• 1a 
like a "calm povrer, a stony image or grq. •61 Die world 1n 
which such an One acts would have no true freedom.; its 
course would be "unw1derruf'llch uD1 unwiderst.ehllch 
bestimmt:t62 through B decretum absolu~ And eYeD worse. 
if the imnnl'table Ab~olute would be regarded as pantheistic 
in the Spinozian manner, then but one ·step more would lead. 
to a rank me.terialism. Pantheism would then view the 
principle of" absolute immutability in the world as being 
virtuiu.ly synonymous with a geml1ne immutabillty ot na~ 
law. Freedom would now be 1.mpossible; only the UlSUl"IIIOIUl-
te.ble inexorable f'e.talism of materialism would rewa1 n. 
Whoever hol.ds this view must agi-e~_tbat •alle BN1p1ase 
(sind) 1m voraus unabbderllch testgestellt, so 4asa w~ezi 
Tatkraf't noch Llssigke1 t aut den Gang der Dinge bgea4 
welchen Einf'l.usz haben. 1163 Dm8 the vioioua ayole o~ aa 
60H. N. Wieman and B. L llaland, JIIEigy fNlllf."U 
.2[ Re}J.gion (Chicago: Willet\, Clark ~OIIJ)IIIJ;1,6 , 
p. ioo.. · 
. 
61Ipid., p. 211. 
68aohnert, Jm• JIU•• P• 1'18. 
63aorbaoh-Oieasen, •Oebet 11114 Vonelaml, • J"1IE BIii 
Web£ tQr•s ·Deutsche 19D, LXIV (n.4. >. P• a. . 
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1mmuta~le ma.teriallst1c· determ1.n1s• is o011pleted. 
How al1 this would obviate conditional praJ"er ~ well 
expressed by Dr. C. F. \,. Walther. ~. Arndt records bis 
view e.s follows: 
People se:y .from eternity- it has been decreed what is 
to happen, ~ who now can imagine that by bis prayer 
he is able to bring about a change 1n the d1 vine plan 
accordi ng to which the world is gov.erne4? Who dare 
hope through prayer to make the unchengeable GQ4 
hesitant and to induce Him to 81.ter Bis will?M 
Yet there is no need to discard conditional prayer 
because it is inconsistent with daterminism am absolute 
immutability, for neither of these views are 1n agreement 
with the ·testimony of' the Bible. They both begin with 
A prior i suppositions or God and His governance, and then 
proceed to reject whatever 1s disharmonious with such 
presupposi tions. Scripture nowhere says it is inconsistent 
with the nature or God that Be shauld recognize an! !'Ule 
cree.tures capable or originating action. Nor does 1t sq 
He has immutably predetermined all e.ction which oceors, to 
the exclusion or voll tion on the part ot man. !b.e Bible 
instead plainly rev~als how God• s immutability- alwqs taku 
created ree11ty into acteount. God therefore _18 not the 
absolute princ:i.p+e ot immobility, 80 bound to B1a s..mu-
'bill ty that He is not tree to cooperate. Be HYeal.8 U. 
seit' always 8B the onl7 tree being, who 1D Bis 'wbenpule 
Mw. A?tmt, cw1st1,n !7Hfr <st. Loa1•• coiiooidia 
Publishing House, l.9a'1), .p. a&. 
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treed.om graciousl.7 upholds, cooperates with, aid goverm 
other f"ree beings. 
And to go on, it is Rl.so ev1den\ that both deter-
minism and t,he principle or absolute inmm.tabilit7 are 
inconsistent w1 th God• s morel. n1iture. As bas been noted, 
the theory that _ all has been immutabl7 determined b7 God · 
eventually ends by asserting ·that God caused evil. 'lbat 
could be more contro.rJ to · ~e hollne~s ot God.I 
There is still an additional distortlon ot gubarpatio.. 
which, if held and believed, woµld also· plai havoc with 
condi t1onal prayer. This is the theory . ot casuallna - a 
. 
view which i s the direct antithesis ot determ1.D1aa. 
"Wahrend der Determinismus von der Voraussetmng ausgeht, 
dasz Gott allein in der Welt wirkt.-•• llsat 4er 1Caauallsa18 
alles einem planl.osen, bllnden ~l. unterworhn sein. 1165 
c·asualism essentin.JJ.y . holds that whatever bappena 1a 
accidental. The g~d or tlµs view has no plan ~or directUDg 
the world, but rather a11ows nerythf.ng to happen b7 
. . . . 
•bl1nden Zufall.~ At best, such a god 18 a •oomd.o: galdbg 
genius•• who e.ccommodat~s himself to the ceaaeleu unreldecl 
happenings or time-space. 66 T1m8 instead o~ llehll a-
cbangee.ble :tn· His gr,acious relat1onahips with tbe WOJt14, 
God 1s now entire mtable. Am 1»e1Jlg mtable. Be la Sa Ille 
~5aobnert. a:R• £il•• P• 1'8. 
66wi.eaan and llela:oO, .U• ~ , P• 816. 
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process ot _development. He 1s • 1n short, an wolut10DR7 
and relative being.6'7 At least, this 1s the view ot 
Willimn Pepperell Montague. Re says the guiding principle 
or the universe is 
••• a God, or something very llke a God• ••• not as ·an 
omnipotent monarch, a giver or laws 8a::1 panisbaen\s, 
but as an ascending torce, a nisus • a tbruat 'towud 
concentration, organization and Ute. i'his power 
appears to labor slowly and um.er ditf'icul ties. We 
can Uken it to a yeast, that.a ... througb the aeons, 
pervades the chaos o-r matter.ao 
One may her e note how the world or the cssualists is n.o 
more . the.n an uncontrolled •chaos ot matter." Purpose is 
virtually unknown in such a chaotic mass or time-space; at 
best, t her e is an 4 ascending· torce• leading toward JIIOre 
organization. Everything is 1n flux, however, tor the 
universal principle and the world are reciprocall.7111table. 
or course, it is evident that ~hia pb1losopb7 ala~ 
rests on ha.lf-truths or Scripture. To be sure, the Bible 
does s·peek_ about God itc~ng. • It fi,equently ascribes 
a chenge of place to Him, and even records instanoea where 
Be changed His mind.69 Bat it uses such exprusiou ~ 
1n ac.commodation to the hum8n mode or perception. Gerbal'd 
wrote1 
6'1Brunner. .9.2. ~- • p. 289. 
. ~ieman and lleland .. .22• cit., pp,. 81~880. 
690en. 11: ~; Oen. 61 &; Is. Dill. 
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The affections which Scripture ascribes to God do not 
prove a~.y mutability or the divine essence; for those 
things -vvh5.ch are spoken or anthropopathetically must 
be ·a.nders'tood in a sense becoming God. 70 
Is 1 t then a_ mel"e metB.phor when the Bible speaks or God 
changing? Aquinas would ansv1er affirmatively. He taught, 
nx11ese things are snid of God in scripture metaphorically. •'11 
Thi s explanation , however, does not do full justice to the 
truth of the matter. If these passages are mere metaphors, 
then they a.1•e hordly acc·urate descriptions of God. A better 
explmm:tio11 is the one offei--ed by Dr • .Mueller, who says: 
• •• wher~ever Scripture pictures God anthropomorphically 
or r:J.nthropopa;<.heticsll.y, this is not a. mere modus 
1._oouem!_, but a true description of God, though after 
O"'.:tr hu.mG.n mode of perceiving.72 
Thus where the Scriptures speak of God changing, they 
accurately express a fact. Yet thi~ ls not to say that 
God is n:.111table. One must rather say that God used such 
Scr:tptural l a:ngua~e to give description of His :f"ree e.ctivity 
in rea.lity. God is the infinite God, so incoIIU)rehensibly 
so, that what might appear to humans as saying He ehanges 
His relationships with the world is but an assertion of His 
unchangeable freed.om in the world. 
Der G~tt der Bibel 1st der ewig unverlnderliche ••• 
Wir konnen . da.s nicht verstehen, ohne uns auf' die 
Agape Gottes. zu besinnen ••• Seine Liebe stammt n1.cht 
70tmeller,. .22• sll• , P• .1Q4. 
71Aquinas, _cm. git., P• 70 
72Muel.ler, .22• ill• , P• 164. 
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a.us ei:nem Vakuum, sondern aus der taue. So 1st such 
sein Eingehen auf di e Ze1t nicht e1ne Ab~gke1t von 
der Zeit , sonder n Ausdruck seiner souverlnen Fre1-
hei·t . '73 
Casua.lism, of course, has no such God; nor does it 
know of Hi.s gracious governing providence of the world. 
I t would . then be i 0oll y f or the casualist to pray. In the 
i'irst pl ace, he could not even enter into that communion 
with Godl which is ·t he ground of prayer, if God is but an 
0 ascending f orce . '~ And secondly, if all activity 1 s 
acci dental , then lt would be impossible to hope for an 
ans,ver to condition~.! prayer. How obvious it therefore is, 
that co~..di tional prr,.yer is possible only for those who 
beli eve in God Os governing of the world as it is revealed 
in Scr i pture. 
Eut to r eally fully understand the relevancy of 
providence t o conditional prayer, one DD.1st also examine 
t wo additional considerations: the extent or providence, 
and finally, the goal of providence. 
D. 1'he Extent ot Providence 
It has already been implied how .tar God's providence 
o:r the world extends. Every infinitesimal m~nt of time 
~ every cranny or space is the object of providence. 
Every .created being, whether animate or inanimate, :moral 
or amoral, and every activity of these beings, is sub3ect 
'73J3runner·, .ml• cit •• p. 290. 
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to the oonservatio, concursus, and gµberna.tio ot God. One 
can never be eont~ent \'11th the theory which says God governs 
the universe merely through general le.ws, for providence 
teach.es ths.t God II in His omnipresent wisdom, reaches down 
to every detail of existenee. 
In every moment , s.nd e.t every point a.like, God 
dirBct,ly ••• upholds, governs, and gives unity to all 
things visible and invisible, Rnd moulds them 
according to7xheir own nature and the final purpose o f: His will. -
In order to better explain the f'ull extent of God's 
providence, dogm..J.J.ticians speak or a. providentia universa.lls, 
a. 11rovident:!.a s12eci011s, end a nrovidentia speciallssima. 
By this they seek to express .the Scriptural teaching that 
God upholds ~nd governs the entire un1verse;5 but more 
especially mm.~,?6 and most especially the bel1evers.T1 
Here again two aberrations f'rom scripture doctrine 
ma.y be noted - each of which again pos1 ts problems for 
condi t i one.l pr~.yer. 1'he first aberration resides in the 
view that natural law is immutnble. Spinoza, tor one, 
subscribed to such a view, as is evident from his words: 
In der Natur geschieht nichts, was ibren al.l.gemeinen 
Gesetzen widerspricht, und nichts, was dam! t nicht 
libereinstimmt oder a.us ihnen nicht tolgt; ••• es 
74coe.ts • .Qll• ill• , P• 157. 
75Jlath. 6:26; -10:29. 
76Job· 10:8-12; Ps. 139. 
T'lps. l; 33:18; 37:25. 
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gescheht alles na.ch Gesetzenund Regeln, welche e1ne 
ewige Notwend1gke1 t enthalten, um die Natur botolgt 
diese Gesetze und Regeln.78 
In ot her word s , Spinoza believed that the laws of nature 
opero.te w.:'U;h a.n unfailing precision and allow or no sus-
pensi on of their activity. This View is exceptionally 
popular and wi a.espread amongst moderns. Of' course, it the 
t heory of nBture' s immutability were ce.rried to its logical. 
conclu~ion. i t would end by denying both God's providence 
over nature and ~is a.bility to answer prayer 1n the realm 
of nature. Gregor Holtum well expresses the problem which 
is her e i nvolved when he writes: 
Either we must admit that God gives an answer to 
p1"ayer dir ectly ••• or we must recognize that the 
s t ructure ot. na.tural. la.ws does not preclude 
exceptions. ·,9 
Bu'l'.; i s natural law actually as immutable as some would 
be4-ieve? ~ .. en modern scientific investigation agrees this 
is not the case. For example, there are D!aDY' who say out-
right tha t na ture is mutable. They seek to prove their 
. point by sho77:lng how man ci3.ll neutralize certain forces by 
utilizing other ~atural forces to a greater degree; as, ~or 
example, the force of gravitation amy be overcome by 
l.ocomotion. And so 1 t is argued that it man can interfere 
with the !mmuta.bili ty .or Mtural law, then certainly Goel 
78He1ler, _sm. cit., pp. ~11-212. 
~1o Puglisi, Prayer (Rew York: The Kacmillan 
Company, 1929), P• 6. 
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can do so likewise. :Btrt this actually gives little help in 
solving the problem, since 
••• i ·t l ea.ves God at the mercy or His world: whatever 
His s};:ilJ. a s a Mechanic• He must forever tinker with 
wires i n oroer to reach men1. Nay, it degrades God 
i nt o~ cel es t i al Tinkerer.au 
Much mor·e credi ·t a'ble is the current trend in science to 
disavoiv 0.11y r5.gid t heory of causality in natural la.ws. T"ne 
events in :nature 01""e no longer viewed as being 0 toretelle.ble 
links i n an iron chain of cause and effect. 11 It is now more 
popular t o J.ook upon. such events as though they contained 
elements o. :E' creative surprise. Henri Bergson, for instance, 
argues t hat the pa.st in science can be regro-ded as f'ixed, 
but that future events cannot be determined w1 th certainty 
by nRture.l l a.w.81 It is thus obvious how the immutability 
of nature is being denied in the very camp which f'irst 
advanced such a theory. 
The Christian, however, .cannot escape the important 
question which asks, in what relationship does God stand to 
na:tura.l l aws? The answer is really threefold. First, He 
is the creator and preserver or the forces in nature. This 
menns He endowed matter with its inherent laws, upholds 
these laws, and directs them according to His purposes. 
Secondly, God is independent ot Mtural laws. He, 1>Y' 
aoo. A. Buttrick, PraY8£ (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury 
Press, 1942), p. 84. 
81Ibid., p. 91. 
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virtue of His infinite freedom e.nd eternal power, is free 
to cha.11ge or suspend t hem. The natural laws cannot bind 
God t o a certain course of action. Dietrich Vorwerk, 
r eflect:lng the views of Wilhelm Walther, writes: 
Die Nat urgesetze sind also ni.cht autzutassen als eine 
Fessel, wel che Gott die F.llnde bind.et, so da.sz er 
nicht anders a.ls auf dem gew8hnlichen naturgesetz-
lichen Wege wirken k8rmte.82 
It ~s t herefor e enti rely possible for God to act 1n nature 
without using the norm.al laws or nature. He can and does 
set aside M :tuI·al l aw· and introduce a higher law, by acting 
directly -thl .. ough a. miracle. This means He does not always 
adminis t~er Hi s pr ovidence through secondary causes; He may 
al.so act to t he exclusion of means through His providentia 
extraordinAria. But it doe s not follow that God capri-
ciously toys wit h t he natural laws,. constantly suspending 
and changing t hem. One must then caref'ully note, in the 
thir d place , · that the ordinary providence or God does not 
disregard the validity of natural forces. The fa.1th1'ul 
wisdom of God makes possible the providentia ordineria, 
which means that He graciously wills to operate w1 th and 
through the l aws He has delegated to no.ture. 
The laws of 11e.ture accordingly pose no difficulty-
for conditional prayer. The God who upholds and controls 
the forces of nature can certe.1nl.y also ·graciously direct 
82vorwerk, .sm.,. cit,, p. 615. 
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those forces so that eonditione.l prayer will be answered. 
But what i f the Chl!istii:in should pre.y conditionally f9r 
something he k nows is contrary to the course or Mtural 
la.w?. Very possibly• ne may thereby be tempting God and 
thus be vent1.1ring beyond the propl~iety of' f'aith - e.ll of' 
which is in.imicable to valid prayer. On the other hand, 
however, he may be uttering his prayer in t:iwue ta.1th. If' 
so, then by i ts v e:ry nature .his conditional. prayer would 
still be submitted subject to the gracious will or God, 
who does answer . prayer also through His providentie. 
extraordi110~.ll· Here Vorwerk quotes the f'ollowing warning 
f'rom $chlatte1"ga wrltings: 
Es 1st ••• eine verirrung, wenn be! jedem Gebet e1n 
Wtu.",:1de1"' erwa.rtet Wird. Freilich weisz der Beter, de.sz 
Go·tt Natur und Wunder zu Verfdgung stehen. Aber er 
e1~1Hst es Gott ob er ihn zur natdrliche oder wunier-
ba.re Weise erhAren will, um er prelst 1hn auch f'ilr 
die nat-8..rlichen Gaben ••• Die Grenze des Gebets liegt in 
unserem Glauben.83 
Besides the view which would deny God's activity in 
and through natural law, there is a second view which tries 
to restrict the extent of providence. This ls the view 
which believes God is not active in history. It will be 
remembered :r-~om a previous connecti~n how the Deists were 
of the opinion that ·God's activity we.s separated from the 
world of men. But what is here most surprising is to 
discover that the Jnodern dialectical theology also se~ 
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to deny GodQs continuing activity in temporal history. 
According t o this theology• God works only 1n the 
1rurgeschicht.e. i)84 The 11U1•geschichte~ has no real relati9n-
ship with the immanent. histo.ry or the world. for it is that 
time when God ubre2.lr..s-through11 history to conf'ront man 
decisively. Werner Elert says: 
Ur geschichte soll ••• die Gottesoffenbarung als solche 
sein. worunt er des .jeweils heute·und hier erfolgende 
'luimi t telbare Angerede·twerden des Menschen durch 
Gott.-es Wort verst anden wird ••• Diese "Urgeschichte" 
soll vieln1ehr ein unzeitliches. zeitloses Et-eignis 85 • 
~ei n. . 
The act ual temporal history is therefore theologically 
irrelevant . This means the events or men and of nations 
are :for the most part unilaterally independent of God's 
interference.. Wnen God does interfere,. He does so only 
peri odically . but He does not continually govern history 
in all its phases . Historical. tacts at best are then 
nothing more than p~a.bles and demonstrations or the 
divine.BS 
The doctrine of 11Urgeschichte 11 is or course quite 
irreconcilable with the existenti~.l thinking which dial.ec-
tical theology finds so re.seine.ting. But even more 
significant. this view limits God's. prov1dent1a1 activity 
84JUert 1 .Q.U• ill• I P• 329. 
85Ibide I P• 330. 
86J. T. Neve • and o. w. Heick. •History ot Protest81?'t 
Theology • A History of Christian Thought (Philadelphia. 
i'he Muhl~n'berg Press• 1946), II, 175~-
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to 12roviden.!_~!! sp~cial;is~ alone. The "Urgeschichte" is 
nothing more than t hat span or time when God invades the 
world soteriologically. It is immediately obvious how 
this would elimint=tte the possibility of conditionnl pr·ayer •. 
The only t ype of' petition 1"eally consonant with an 
nurgeschichten theory would be an unconditional prayer. 
For if' God is not active e.t all times in history, then how 
can one e:h"J)ect; an answer to conditional prayer in the 
tempo1'"8J. 1 .. ea.lm·? Then too, "Urgeschichte" in the last 
analysis is 11. l"ef.ined deism. Thus conditional prayer . 
would here again be obviated on almost the same grounds 
on which it v1as ma.de impossible by deism. 
The theory of uurgeschichte" is hardly creditable, 
howevexa, on the basis of Scripture. This view ls really a 
re!"J.ection of: German idealism which _saw the time-eternity-
relationship as being mystical ~ unb.1storic·a1. 8? 
According ·t;o the Bible, h9wever, history is. not theolog-
ically irrelevant. lt definitely is within the realll of 
God's providential power. Paul, for example, said that 
God established the appointed times and lands or man's 
history.as And it may even be said that the Bible depicts 
. ' ~ . 
history as a sec-0ndary means. It is an instrument through 
which God directs the world; and it is this in a very real 
87Ibid .. , p. 178. 
e&Acts 17:26. 
:.. -
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sense, -J:01 .. t he God who est~bltshed His law and Gospel in 
histor y, ~till works through history to mediate His good-
ness a.na. Judgment upon man. 89 
Cer ·t a.inl y t hen, t he1•e crnn be no· doubt a.bout the fact 
that Godi s providence extends over the entire totality ot 
the uni .. 1H)1,se . 1'.nd i:f' i t does, then it most assuredly also 
t akes a cc ount. of true eontl.1 tional prayer, wherever and 
whenever suDh prayer might be uttered. 
E. The Goal or Providence 
I mplicit in all of the forego!?Ji discussion was the 
.t·act "that providence is directed towards a. certain end, 
£0~ when one mentions how God upholds His universe and 
cooperat es with i t , one inevitably also draws attention. 
to t he ·t e leology of provi dence. 
Whatever .exist s and happens in the world is therefore 
so directed QY God that His purposes will be achieved. 
Nothing can prevent this - not even the perverted opposi-
tion of man. 
In spite of sin, which is due to the perversion o~ 
lmman liberty, acting with the concurrence, but 
contrary to the purpose and intention o~ God am in 
spite of evil which is the consequence or sin, Be 
directs all, even evil and sin itself', to the t!nal 
end :ror which the universe was· crested.90 
89EJ.ert • ..2.R.• cti t. , P• 331. 
. 
90L. J. Walker, "Providence," The Catholic ftrclq1opedia 
(Hew York: fiobert Appleton Company', 1911), XII, 
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But what s pecifically is the goal ot providence? 
According t o Rohnert: 
Da.s Ziel __ d_e~ Vorsehung 1s t die Ehre Gottes (Spr. 16,4) 
und d as ~von.i. der Kreatur , vor a.llem aber die Se11~1 t 
der Fr?mmen (Jes . 45, 18:f'f; Ps. ll5,16; Rom. 8,28). 
God is of oou1"'s e alrea.dy i mmanently rea lizing this purpose 
tb:!>ough Hi s provi den~~ universalis, specialis, and 
specW.tssi.fil§i• His glory i s now being manifested in nature, 
His mP:teri R1 gifts 1=1.re now being freely given to both good 
a nd evil me n , and Hi s s alvation i s nov, alresidy being per.-
fect ed in those who ~..re just i f ied. Thus God is certainly 
already mou l d i ng all t h.i.ngs a.cc-ording to their own nature 
a.nd the final purpose of His will. 
The Script ures however r eveal that a time will come 
when the .final goal of provldence will be perfectly realized. 
Paul. des cri bes this most .dramatically as the ••summing up of 
all things i n Chl"ist. 1192 This is really synoeymous with 
the finE'll perf"ectio·n and culmination or Christ• s Kingship. 
Oettingen writes that t his means: 
••• die Her st ellung ••• der K8nigsherrschai't Gottes 
i m1erhal f einer Gottesmenschhei t nach dem Gese_iz der 
Liebe ••• - s ei es nun (negativ) durcb Gericht uber die 
dauernd Widerstr ebenden, sei es (positiv) durch VoMzug 
s e i ner erbarmungsr eichen Llebesabsicht in Christo. 
( 
91Rohnert, .sm_. cit., P• 169. 
92Ephes1ans 1:10. 
93oe·ttingen, .2.12• cit ., P• 337. 
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Here t hen is the final purpose or providence: . the 
perfect revel o.tion of God's power. wisdom, righteousness, 
and holy love• culinimrt1ng in the manifestation of the 
complete Kingdom of Cri..rist-, to the eternP..l glory or God ' ·s 
name and the everll:l.st:t.ng salvation or the justified. 
All this is again directly relevant to conditional 
prayer. It is obvious that the end which true cond.1tiona1 
prayer P.ctuBlly seelts is the very same end vrhich is per-
fectly realized in and through providence. For example, 
when a Christian prays conditionally. he asks that the will 
of God be finally d one. Every valid conditional prayer 
therefore seeks the welfare of men to the glory ~r God, 
which is ·precisely what God's gracious provi~ence or the 
world accomplishes in the end result. How true it is then, 
that "beide . die gottliehe vorsehung und die mensehliche 
gebetsbitte. ein und dasselbe Ziel verfolgen.n94 One could 
also sny tha t the purpose of conditional prayer is likewise 
identical TI"i th. that of providence.· Providence seeks to 
11sum--upn all things under the dominion ot Christ; condi-
tional. prayer, by virtue of its being in the name of Christ, 
seeks the same. And finally. conditional prayer ms:f 
definitely be viewed as one of the actual factors God 
utilizes to bring about the consummation or His Just 81'li 
gre.cious purpose for the world. 
94Horbach-Gieszen, .21?.• c1 t. • P• 8. 
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The l ast statement really opens the door ror our next 
consid.eration. It ls obvious from the preceding discussion 
that providence d oes 1iot destroy the efficacy of cond.i tionai 
prayer, b1x'i,; tha.t l ·t rather recognizes and makes provision 
for such pra.ye1... Now, howetrer, it must be shown more 
def'in:i tel:t in what sense conditional prayer may be regarded 
as being efficacj_ously VA.lid. 
CHAPTER III 
THE VALir, EFFICi\CY OF CONDITIONAL PRAYER 
A. The Ground of Conditional Prayer's Efficacy 
A Christian who prays conditionally in the name or 
Jesus is really com1h1ced his prayer is efficacious. For 
if' h~ accepts the testimony or Christ and His apostles in 
this matter, then he· cannot escape the conviction that bis 
conditional prayers do avail much with God. And in addi-
tion, when one a.grees t.hat cond.i tional prayer is a valid 
form of pr 5.yer and that God has included it in the realm of 
providence , then one must certainly also admit that such 
prayer is ef:fica.ciously valid. Extreme caution, however, 
must be exercised in studying this aspect of cond1tiona1 
prayer, for at this very point the va.lidity of conditional 
pra.yer in its relationship to God• s providence can be 
either vindicated or destroyed. As will be noted, it 1s 
common to depict the efficacy. or ·conditiona.l prayer in such 
a we:r that its valid place in providence is .denied. The 
concept of conditional. _prayer's validity is therefore 
actually tested by the mAnner in which one regards such 
prayer as being efficacious. 
Perhaps the most accurate end tru1 ttul we:, of umer-
standing the eff'icacy of conditional prayer is to first 
discuss the grounds upon \Vhich such efficacy rests am then 
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to define the manner in which such efficacy is utilized. 
This mode of procedure ~ill also help to avoid distortion, 
for if the source of prnyer 0 s efficacy can be accurately 
determined , ·then the manner or prayer 0 s etf'icacy can also 
be properly understood. 
There are t wo major views which seek t o explain the 
soU!'ce or conditi orw.l prayer's efficacy. The one claims 
that the efficacy of pr ayer 9 as well as the capacity tor 
praying 0 is inherent with mRn. The other view asserts 
that ' the source for both the ca.pa.city a.nd the efficacy of 
prayer rests with God alone. I t will be noted how these 
views are mutually excl usive of one another in the la.st 
analysis. They may therefore be considered 1nd1vidua.l.ly. 
The flrs·t "IJ'iew begins \"Tith the observation the.t the 
a.ct of. pr~ying is a. universal hu.m8ll phenomenon. So tar as 
~thropology can determine, men of all times e.nd of vir-
tually a.Ll religions have exh.ibited some form of' prsyer.l 
From this fact, observers deduce that the capacity tor 
praying must be an ilma te and :fUndamental part of the human 
spirit.2 Freud, ror example, says the ability to pray 
rests in the libido.3 This capacity is latent, ~owever, 
lsamuel Zewmer, The or1,1g of Religion (Nashville, 
~enn.: Cokesbury Press";-1935, P• 18?. 
211e.r10 Puglisi, Prayer (New York: The KscmillBD 
Company, 1929), P• 55. 
3Ib1d. 
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until a.roused. by some addltional characteristics inherent 
in the social or person:3J. lif e 0£ man. According to one 
view, either the idiogenetic or the heterogenetic aspects 
of· ma.n11 s social environment are responsible for awakening 
his capa.ci·ty for pri1yer into the very a.ct of' praying. 
Primitive man i s t hus believed to have formed an idealized 
conception of' humvn~ty through his associa.tions with fellow 
men, which then resulted in 1'..is praying to an idealization 
of himself . l?euerba.ch 0 who ~upported this theory, insisted 
that the idea 0£ prAyer is traceable to man•s adoration or 
his pro jected ideal self.4 Voltaire shared the same view. 
"VJir richten an Gott nur deshalb Gebete, 11 Heiler quotes him 
as saying, "weil wir ihn na.ch unserem Bilde geschaf'fen 
'hf\ben. t;5 And in more modern times, William James championed 
this theory .. Prayer, he taught, is only an intercourse 
with an ideal companion.6 
Mo1~e popular in the· present day, however 11 is the view 
which says that prnyer is elicited b1 some trait inherent 
vd thin the personr.tli ty : of man. One very preva.lent theory 
accordingly places the ca.pe.ci ty for praying in Dl!'n' s 
emotion~ equipment. such a view is usual!y combined with 
the psychologicA.l. supposition which holds that the rudi-
4Ib1d., p. 54. 
· 5:Fl-iedr1ch Heiler, Das Gebet (Mancbenz Verlag von Ernst 
Reinhardt, l.921), p. 210:--
6Pug11s1, ,g;e. cit., p. 119. 
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mente.l'Y human emotion is rear. In view or these tacts, 
prayer is t houg..'1.t "&o be occasioned by fear: "prayer is 
an1m1 stic :fear - s ·t ark fear in early times, and nowadays 
only refined fear."'. Alfred Maury, who is responsible to 
a large extent for introducing. this theory, teaches that 
fea:r is t he :re.t he1~ not only of prayer but or all religious 
acts. 8 Cl osel y alli ed to his vie?1 is the one which thinks 
ma.n• s capacity f or perceiving the numinous is the· source or 
his prayi ng . Man, it is believed. 11 has an innate predispo-
sition for the divine (whether the divine is an objective 
deity or~ projection of the idealized self is here im-
material ) , and thus can know the numinous. Because of such 
inherent k:'lowledge, it becomes possible tor man to pray. 9 
~er e is still another vru:-iation or the theory which 
believes prayer arises n~om within man's DRtura1 equipment. 
It is also held that the act of prayer has its source in 
the voli-'ciona..l nature of man. The human will is understood 
a~ being .rree to determine events,10 and therefore man can 
will to prey and also to pray ef'f'ecti vely. The Hegelian 
concept of prayer is certainly akin to this view, tor Hegel 
7a. A. :Buttrick, Pryer (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury-
Press, 1942), p. 43. 
8Ib1d. 
~Puglisi, .im• git., P• 62. 
·10Charles· Gore, Prayer end the Lord's PraYK (lie• York: 
Edwin s. Gorham, 1898), P• 26. 
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taught tha t prayer i s the striving or man• s will against 
God•s.ll 
Tb.e l ast of the above theories shows perhaps most 
convenient ·1y the ustrn.l conclusion of· all the views which 
make mn..."l t he source of prayer. For if one conceives or 
pre.ye1" as e.-n act ca.used by some capac:l ty inn,"'l.te w1 th man, 
then one c~n easil y be convinced that the ground or 
prnyer ?s ef ficacy al so- r ests with man. The peculiar rami-
ficat ions of such a conclusion will be more apparent 1n a 
.la.ter connection .. 
I s it true 0 however , that the efficacy or prayer is 
grounded in the hu-1nan spirit? This view is obviously at 
vari ance with the teaching or the Bible. or course, it 
cannot be denied t hat even the nature.l man does possess a 
capacity t'or a certa i n type or prayer. The Scriptures, 
for exampl e , contain numer ous allusions to the ability of 
pagans t o worship , bi-.1t they always point out . that pagan 
worship is fe.lse worship.12 Thus the prayer or pagans is 
certainly not valid prayer. And besides, if prayer were 
merely a specific demand of man's own nature, as it is 1n 
the case of pagans, then the. relationship ot prayer to 
providence would be distorted. This would be to place 
providence at the control or sinf'ul men. One must 1ook 
ll . Puglisi, .2Jl• cit. , p. 50. 
l2Rom. 1:18-32; Acts 17:22-31; 1 cor. a. 
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el.sewllere , then :to di scover t he source of' prayer and the 
g1~ound of its ef:ficacy. 
True p1"~ye1" is eertn.inly not born of fear, nor cA.n 1 t 
be att ributed to ma.n1 s relat i onship with an 1deP.11zed 
humard ty . 13 I t originates f'rom the true f'ai th which God 
alone engenders in man. nPrayer, tt says Emil Brunner, "is 
f aith ,!n ~ . Llke f e'.i th its elf it is a di vine gift, and 
on t he basis of this fact i t is a divine demand."14 One 
must ~herefore trRce the source or prayer not only to 
i'a.ith 0 'but. mo-re specifically to God' s gracious activity in 
a nd :for mari. For it i s God who desires prayer and it is He 
who makes the efficacy of prayer possible. 
The very fact that God demands prayer and promises to 
answe~ prayer , proves unequivocally that He desires prayer. 
If' God ha.d not desired t he Christi~n to pray, ••He would not 
bid you pr ay and add such a severe commandment to it;nl5 
nor would Re have promised to answer prayer. But even more 
than deslr1ug pr flyerl) God in addition makes vnlid prayer 
possible. Through -the blood of His Son and the work of His 
Spirit, God· creates faith in man; and in creating faith, He 
al.so creates the capacity for true pr~er in man. ThUS 
13Pugl.isi, ..Q.R• ill•• P• 55. 
14Em11 Brunner The Divine I!erative (Pbiladel.pbia: 
The Westminster Pre~s, l~47), p.13. 
15Ma.rtin Lut~her, ''The Large Catechism,.. goncord1a • 
Triglottn, translated from the German by F. Bente (St. Louis. 
Concordia Publishing Hous.e, l.921), P• 703. 
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valid pra.yer is very c·learly not man• s invention. "The 
first members of humanity who addressed supplicAtions to 
Go.d, were l nspired t o do so by God Himself. ~16 
One must however avoi d thinking that prayer is a girt 
which God h a s s o compl etely relegRted to the believer that 
he c e,n n ow do wl tb it ns he likes. The Chr1st1r.n does not 
11 ovmn prayer ; he i s ra.ther the steward of prayer. Arter 
all O it is ~od w:t10 contr ols the use of true prayer, and not 
man. More over ,, 'ITelid pr r-i.yer is an 1mposs1b111 ty unless 1 t 
be prompted by God. 
God. i s bef qreha.nd with us 1n all our spiritual desires. 
The prnyer that reaches out • ., . is the p1~ayer that has 
f'i_rst of all proceeded from Himself. We pray to Him 
b ec ause He firs t pr ays in us. From Him, in the first 
plac e,, 11 ~ll h,oly desires .C, all good counsels, and al.l j u ~t. v,orks do proceed. ,,1 . 
Yet i t is not e.s though such prayer were e.utomatical.ly and 
involuntarily pr es sed from the believer's lips. Rat~er, as 
Vorwerk says • "aus dem Gl a.uben an die Vers8b:m,ng Gottes 
durch Chl .. 1.st.um sch8pfen wir den llut, das priesterllche 
Vorrecht des betenden ZU.tritts zu Gott a.uszm'iben. •18 The 
Christi1:.n may and ~ pray :t'reely - but only insof'~ as he 
16Garrigou- Lagrange, Providence (St. Louis: B. Herder 
Book Co., n.d.) ~ p. 205. 
17R. a. Coats, ~ Rea.lm .2f. Prayer (London: Jlacmillan 
and Co., 1920), P• 50. 
18nietrich Vorwerk, Gebet .ms OebetsyerziehUpg (Schwerin 
1. Mechlenburg: Friedr ich Hahn, 1913), P• 6C0. 
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is led and prompted by the indwelling Spirit of God, for 
only then, when the Spi~it cooperates with his new nature, 
can he . pr ~.y v ~l idly. 
Wh at ( onee ) 1uas a dictate or his own nature gives 
place now to t he promptings of God• s Sp1r1 t w1 thin 
him. 1/Jb.at then he was led to do out of sheer neces-
sity p he now e steems the sweetest of all his 
privileges . Wha t; 'then he sought by sacrifice a.nd 
penance, h e now obtail'l..s as a gracious bestowal in 
e.nswer ·to his peti.tion. What then he undertook with 
f a i nting heart, he now pursues with boldness by the 
1•ne\'i and l i ving· way. nl9 
Just as God i nspires praying in man, so He likewise is 
the sou.:r•c e f or all the effic:mcy of valid prayer. It is 
plainly evident t hat if God desires prayer, He certainly 
also maltes pr ov ision to answer prayer. Bis command to pray 
is etern~lly par alleled by His promise to .answer prayer. 
In view of these f acts, it cannot be held that conditional 
prayer is effi cacious in and or itself. 11Der Erh8rungsgrund 
der Gebete liegt. nicht in der Beschaffenheit der Gebete. 
(obwohl dieselbe na:tiJrlich in betracht kommt) sondern in 
Gott. n20 one might cru!ry this thought somewhat farther 8Dd 
say that the ground for prayer• s . effi'cacy is the gracious 
activity of God - especially, as regards conditional 
prayer, His activity in providence. It will be remembered 
i'rom the preceding chapter how God has arranged His 
19-~Jilliam Edward Biederwolf, How Can God !['er Pra.yer 
(Chicago: Winona Publishing co., 1906), pp:-T7- a. 
20vorwerk, .sm,. cit., p. 619. 
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providence of the world so as to include prayer, and how 
He uses prRyer to help accomplish His purposes 1n providence. 
There real ly c a.n be no talk ·then about prayer being ett!ca-
cious in And of' its elf II f'o1" all t1"U.e pr~.yers have a place 
in God 9 s plp.11 for the world. ;'We cannot isolate them and 
seek to explain t heir connection with the eternal purpose 
as i f they we:r~e outside of it. 1121 God therefore is the 
only source of preyer's efficacy, not only because He 
inspires prFiying but also because· He eterna.l.ly wills to 
answer pJ.:aayep. In a very real sense• "the Lord is like a 
f ather -r1ho h r:i.s already decided to grant some favor to His 
children9 yet prompts them to ask it of Him.M22 
One may then corr~ctly con?lude that God, 1n pla.nning 
the universe and formulating its laws, has already from all 
eternity me.de provision for the answering of valid condi-
tional · prayers . Dr. c. F. W .• Walther writes: 
••• since God. is omniscient and e.11-wise, He not only 
from etei .. n:i.ty knew what would be the objectives ot our 
pra.yer 9 but from eternity He has so arranged every-thing and given it its place in the government of the 
universe that those very things must come to pass 
,.,hich .\ve request of Him.23 
This line of thought is carried even farther by Heiler, who 
lists the words of Meister Eckhardt: 
21.John Elliott ~·ash:~rt, The Feet _qt Prger Clew York: 
Fleming H. Revell Co., 1927), P• 96 • 
. 2~oarrigou-Lagrange, ~· git., P• 209. 
23t,. Arndt, Christian Pra:yer (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing· House, 1937), p. 35. 
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In. seinem ewigen Anb licke sah Gott al.le D1nge an, w1e 
sie geschehen sollten ••• Er snh auch das mindeste 
Gebet ••• de.s jemA-nd sollte tun una. sP.h an welches 
Gebet und. welch.e J\...lld.acht er hAren. sollte; 'er sah, dasz 
du ihn. morgen willst mi t Fleisz amwuten und m1. t ~nst 
bi·tten; und. das Anrufen una. Gebet w1rd Gott nicht 
morgen erh8ren; denn er hat es geh8rt in seiner Ewig-
kei t , ehe du Mensch irordest. !st aber de1n Gebet nicht 
redlich um. ohn.e Ernst• so wird es dir Gott nicht 
jetzt, versngen, denn er hat es dir in seiner Ew1gke1t 
versa.gt. 2 ... 3, 
Satisfying though this conclusion mar seem to the 
believer, it nevertheless has met with vigorous objection. 
Its critics claim it contains the seme inherent dif'ficulties 
as does Calvinistic predestination.25 They say it actually 
implies that Goa ha.s foreordained prayers and has embraced 
them within His immutable plan as predestinated factors; 
and since the a.ct of prayer itself is predestinated, then, 
they believe I the ans,iver or non-answer of prayer is like-
wise predestinated. The result o~ this view. is said to 
deny both man and God or 1'1-eedom in the realm of' prayer. 
For if the act of praying is pre-arranged in eternity, it 
is impossible for the Christian to freely utter a prayer 
in time; and if God has immutably decreed in eternity to 
answer certain prayers, it cannot be said that He is tree 
to answer all true prayers in time. 26 Besides, says 
Schleiermacher, to claim God arranged for prayers before-
, 
hand is to ar£rJe ~ absurditum. Prayer c.rumot be predes-
24He1~er, ..2..2• ~ •• p. 217. 
25Puglis1, -22• cit. , P• 5. 
26Biederwolf. .Q£• · cit. , P• 113. 
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t 1na.ted, since if it were, then prayers would actually be 
''Weissag-ungen!' of _the immutable manner in which God governs 
the l'"rorl d . 27 M<.m could then predict the f\lture as accur-
ately as God c . n! 
T'ne above crit icisms are untenable, however. They 
fail to recogrlize a. vastly important f eet el.ready estab-
lished - !lalllely 0 th~t conditional prayer must always be 
1-ega.rded G.s a s econdary cause in the ree.lm of providence. 
This f a.ct protects the rreedom of the Christian in the use 
of' prayer ~s we l l as t he freedom or God in the answer of 
.Prnyer.. The truth of these assertions may best be ·estab-
l ished by a study or the me.nner in which conditional 
prayer 1.s ef'fectbre es a secondary cause • . 
.B. The Manner of Conditional Prayer• s Ef'ticacy 
Martin ·Luther was convinced that valid prayer was 
ef f i cac1ous~28 He wrot~: 
Der Kirchen Gebet tut grosze ·Miracula. . Es hat zu . 
unser Zeit ibr' drei von den Todten a.u.rerweckt: llich, 
d~r ich oft bin ·todtkrank gelegen, meine Haus.f"ra.u 
Ke.the, die such todtkra.nk war, und Phillppum Ale1anch-
tonem, v1elcher Anno 1540 zu Weimar todtkrank lag; 
wiewohl libera.tio !1 morbis .§1 corpora.11bus per!culls 
schlechte W.racula seln, -)edo~h sollt mans merken 
propter intir.ta·tem .!D Jl!i!.29 
27vorwerk, .!m• git., p. 591. 
28i'he allusions of Luther to this aspect o.r prayer are 
~. The student ·1s re:terred to his Von dem G_ebe_t_ ( st. 
Louis, XXII, 510 :r.) tor an excellent smmaarlzi'noii o~ 
Luther's views regarding the nature and e:tttcac7 o:t prayer, 
the imp1ica.t1ons of which will be pfesentecl on subsequent 
pages o'.f this study-. 
29vorwerk, .2P• cit., p. 64. 
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Nor is Luther a.lone in this c~nviction, tor praying Chris-
tians of all centuries would carte.inly ngree with him. 
At this point, however, a question arises. In what 
sense is conditional prayer ef'ficncious? The f'ull answer 
to this question can of course never be given by man, tor 
God nowhere reve?.ls 1n every detail the ma..l'l.?ler ot cond1-
ti onAi prayer's efficacy. Nevertheless, certain observa-
tions may be made, all of which are implicit in the tact 
that conditional prayer is a second cause. 
l. Conditional Prayer is Efficacious only as a Second Cause · 
As has now been noted, · conditional prayer is ef'ficaclous 
only because God included it as a created cause in the realm 
of providence. Two additional facts are implicit in this 
basic truth, both of which also have nlready been implied. 
The first is that God not only established the fact of 
pra.yer, but that He also actually inspires, cooperates with, 
and. uses true conditional prayer to help accomplish His 
purposes in the world. And the second is that God has 
arranged providence in such a manner that all valid condi-
tional. prayers can be assured of an allSV:"er. Both the means 
and the end of' true prayer are therefore in the hrulds ot 
God. In other words, comit!onal. prayer is eff'icacious, 
but it is so only because God, who directs events to 
answer prayer, can and does a1so use prayer to direct 
certain events. 
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Some, however, ~ould revise this pbrP.seology to read,. 
conditional prayer directs God to change events. Indeed, 
it is common for moderns to conceive of prayer as a private 
instrument which may be wielded with astonishing efficacy 
as a .cos!llic force. The f"ollowing is an example of' such a 
view: 
When we pray, God , i n some manner, obeys our wil1, as 
he obeyed that or Joshua commanding the sun to stand 
st~ill. ''The Lord, 0 says Scripture, "obeying the voice 
of man. 0 (Josh. 10,14). God is almighty; and yet to 
this question of .the psalmist: ''Thou art terrible, and 
who shall resist thee?" (Ps. 75,8) we can answer: 
0 Prayer., 11 for prayer also is al.mighty, and in some 
sen.se, capable oi' QVercoming God Himselt.30 
The proponents of this view do not claim their prayers 
can change God~s i ntention, for they admit that God's good 
ari..u. grRcious end-purpose f"or the ~orld cannot be thwarted 
by any act,i vi ty of' man. 31 But they do hold tha.t prayer 
f or ces~ chru,,ge of God's activity in the world. Prayer 
t hen does ••move the arm tha,t moves the world. tt32 This is 
pos sible, according to Fosdick, because a. true prayer 
expresses the dominc~t desire of the petitioner. He writes, 
:•Prayer is the central and determining force or a man's 
life. Prayer is dominant desire, calling God into 
30Ferreol Girardey, A Treatise .2.Q Prayer , (New Orleans: 
T. Fitzwilliam and Co., 1885), p. 10. 
31Harry Emerson Fosdick, The Meaning of Prayer (New 
York: The Abingdon Press, 1915), P• 69. 
32Biederwolf, .22• cit., p. 76. 
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alliance. n:33 Another aspect of this same view ls the common 
one which says preyer is efficacious because through it man 
expresses a t ype of telepathetic energy.34 Prayer tele-
. graphs rnai., 1 s needs to God ~nd influences God's actions in 
mants f nvor. Or if men intercedes for another in prayer. 
then his telepathy is directed horizontRlly so as to effect 
the object of his intercession. At least. s. s. Schmucker 
seems t o espouse this theory: 
Perha:os one other mode of benef'icial influence ( of 
pi~sy er ) may be added ••• It is proved by the experiments 
in animal magnet ism. that the intense exertion of one 
mind directed. upon another. does in many cases exert a 
homogeneous influence on the latter. so that the per-
son operated on0 shnll become conscious that the other i s t hi~ing or him and exerting an influence on him. 
May it not; be possible then. that our intense prayer 
~or. a.n i ndiv!duru., may thus ~xert an influence on his 
mi 11.d a.nd feelings we cherish for h1m?35 
There is still another variation or the belief that 
prayer mey be used to influence God and the world. Prayer 
is effective, it is said, because it merits the answer it 
s eeks from God.36 The reasoning or those who support this 
view is obvious. Since God has promised to e.nswer pray~r. 
t he Christian who prays ~n faith has a claim on God's grace. 
~rayer then is as ~a blank check signed by the Al.m1ght7 
33Fosd1ck, .QE.• ill• • p. 149. 
34Pugl.is1, .2l2.• cit., p. 5. 
35s. s. Schmucker, Elements _gt Popular TheologY 
{Philadelphia: s. s. Miles, 1834), pp. 181-182. 
36Girardey, .QE.• ill.~ • P• 10. 
I 
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which we eoul.d f'ill in a.t will and present to the universe 
to be en.shed.. u37 
These views P.re of course a.t variance with both the 
na.t.ure o:r valid prayer e..nd the nature or providence. They 
dist;ort the ba.sic truth that conditional prayers are a 
force i ncluded in providence, because they exelt man's 
~ eedom in prayer and mini.mize God's power in providence. 
It, is unbiblical to hold tha.t man can bend God1 s will to 
his OlNn.. Nor c A.n it be said that men, through his praying, 
can enlighten God or prevail upon Him to alter His plan for 
t he world. And to think that prayer exerts its efficacy 
through telepathy is certainly also contrary to the nRture 
of prayer and providence. The believer would scarcely 
look upon telepBthy as the instrument of intercession, for 
this would mAke man responsible for prayer's efficRcy. 
Even science, which once so fervently tried to establish 
the reality of telepathy, now tends more toward its denial. 
Dr. Karl Ruf Stolz is quoted as roundly affirming: 11The 
evidence for telepathic marvels is scientificell.y unten~ble.'68 
But the most serious shortcoming of the above theories is 
that all of them fail to give .full credence to the nature 
of God. \'/l;len men begin to look upon prayer as a means of 
coe~cing .God, they show they have lost their vision of the 
3?Fosdick, .21?.• cit., p. 29. 
38Puglls1, ..212• cit., p. 6. 
I 
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w-lse power with which God rules the universe. The prayer of 
0 coerc.~1ve cosmic force 0 can hardly be addressed to the God 
who rules wlsely and well 1n providence; such a prayer is 
better addressed to a.n animistic force. sublimated and 
spiritualized, but perfectly under the control· of man.39 
Ar.fJ. ir men who prey for opposing causes should pray to ·a 
God who is ·coerced by prayer, think of the havoc which woul.d 
result should their prayers be answered according to their 
desires ! 
Certainly, all or this is rar removed .f'rom the Biblical 
view of prayer O s efficacy. The Bible does of course fioeely 
admit thet valid conc:litionAl prayer avails much with God. 
But i t does not thereby mean to say that man can influence 
or coerce God's will through his praying. It rather points 
to the very opposite~ conditiona.J. prayer is efficacious 
only because of and through God's will. This means, in the 
.first place, that God a.llows .conditione.l prayer to be an 
efficient force in the realm of providence. The proof for 
this lies no·t only in the fact that God included the effi-
cacy of prayer in his plan for the world, . but also in the 
.fact that He promises to answer prayer. The man who would 
pray effectively must acknowledge these facts. Indeed, when 
a Christian prays validly, he really is confessing, not in 
an abstract or theoretic~· sense but in a very practiea1 
39Puglis1, -Sm• cit., P• 6. 
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sense, t hat he is under divine governance. And so in his 
Pl"ayer he "!-1:11 obviously not seek to dictate to God, but 
will r ether humbly place his petition at the disposal of 
God. Such pr?.yer is never in opposition to the designs of 
prmd.d.ence 0 11for when we pray we begin to wish 1n time what 
God wills :for us from all eternity. 1140 A second major f'ac:t 
must be added however , i f the full implications of this 
matter• ru-e to be under stood. Conditional prayers are 
erfi cacious not only because of God's eternal will, but 
also because they are means through which God exerts His 
will in providence. According to the clear testimony of 
the BiblP. , God has chosen to rule His world through created 
me8ns . Or mor e specifieally 0 He hes graciously promised 
His pov1er to second causes II thereby enabling them to tul-
f ill Eis purposes for and in the world. Valid conditional 
pr ayersp being secondary causes, are therefore subordinate 
instrumenta.11 ter of God, which in e. very real sense help in 
t he sustaining and governing of the whole universe.41 One 
may therefore conclude that true conditioZW-1 prayers are 
efficacious, but they are so only when they are humbly 
submitted to the will of God. 
The above discussion might leave the impression that 
God -needs prayer to accomplish certain things. To be sure, 
40oarrigou-.Lagrange, .2R• cit., p. 21.0. 
41.J. T. 1.lueller, Christian Dogmatics (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1935), PP• 431-432. 
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exactly such a deduction is widely supported by modern 
thought . Even such dif.fer ing minds e.s those of Bishop 
Gore end Doct or Fosdick are agreed in this one idea. Accor-
di ng ·co the Bi s h op. '*Ther e are muJ. ti tudes of things which 
God means to give us , but will not give us unless we pray 
f'or t hem. 0 42 Per haps this sounds innocent enough, but 
a.not.her Bishop, Dr. Trench, expresses the point more pertly. 
"Pr Ryer o :i he writes . 111s giving God an opportunity to do 
wrutt He wants . 1143 Fosdick, however, carries this thought 
s l most to t h~ point o.r exhaustion. He devotes . four pages 
of his book on prerer to proving that God is dependent upon, 
and bound by , men° s prayer, because until men cooperate with 
Him i n prnyer , there are certain things which He cannot say 
or &ive to them.44 ~hen one summarizes the thought or all 
t hree men, one notes the following: God holds 1n reserve 
cer t ain blessings intended for man which He cannot grant 
unless they be prayed for; therefore it becomes the duty or 
mA.n to influence God 's intention through prayer and thus 
make i t possible for God to bestow His prepared blessings. 
Although these views are palatable to the modern mind, 
they nevertheless are 1~ essential disagreement with 
Biblical thought. God is not "bound,. to a certain course 
42aore, .21?• cit. , p. 10. 
43Fosdick, ..22• ,ill. , p. 64. 
_44Ib1d. , PP• 65-66. 
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of act ion by the means he created. Nor does He "needrt the 
prayerEi of men i n order to accomplish His will. He who is 
illimitably free to raise up the very ·stones of the field 
i n His service if man refuses to cooperate with His purposes, 
is al so free to accomplish His ends without the prayers of 
,1 5 man. -= I n addit ion ~o thus m.1n1m1z1ng the free nature of 
God o t he above vi ew also distorts the nature of prayer. It 
makes of pra.yer a ty'pe of meritorious signal which attracts 
God : s ~.t t ent l on and arouses Him to action. Wishart saw the 
dnnger ot such a view. He writes: 
I f • •• i ndividunl prayers ••• affect the divine Spirit ••• 
a.s det er minate signal s in e. mighty plan upon the 
appem•nnce of which an ect or love becomes due - then 
••• wi th such a conviction intensely st~mped upon the 
:ad11.d 11 it would be totally impossible to pra.y.~6 
Nor, f or that matter, would prayer be validly efficacious 
:i.f i t e,rpects to give God the opening for action. 
Nevertheless·, the views of the above men do point 
toward a f ascinating consideration. On the one hand, 
Scn•ipt ure denies that prayer coerces God, yet on the other 
i t does indeed indicate that God bestows some girts~ 
ffin response to earnest solicitation."47 For example, 
ther e is the word of God Himself: ''l will yet for this be 
45Luke 19:40. 
46wishart, .ru?.• cit • . , p. 97. 
4'lcoats, .211• cit.• p. 86. 
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enquired ot by the house of Israel to do it 1"or them. •48 
Or agatn, 11Ask wha.t I shall give thee. ,.49 And then there 
is the test i mony or James, "Ye hnve not because ye ask 
not.n50 Even though one should interpret these passages 
in the most cautious manner, one would still have to admit 
they indic Rte God withholds certain blessings 11" they a.re 
not, prayed f or. T'.ais is true because failure to pray is a 
symptom of unbelief, ~nd God will not force his gifts 
irresist ably u pon those who do not pray because of their 
unbelief. It i-1ould seem then that God has actually made 
ce:rta.i n aspects of His providential activity contingent 
upon prayer. At least 0 this would be in keeping with the 
concept of pr ~yer as a secondary means. Nevertheless, God's 
activity is sovereign in itself, and cannot be inf'luenced 
by prayer; however, His activity is also gracious, whlch 
means He desires to receive and answer prayer. Here Vorwerk 
quotes Wilhelm Walther a.s teaching, 
Der erhabene, unverl!nderliche Gott braucht nicht Gebete 
zu erh8ren, er will es aber, weil er die Liebe 1st. 
Auch die Weisheit Gottes hindert ihn nicht, auf' 
Ma."lSchengebete .Rdcksicht zu nehmen. S1e hat nur zur 
Folge, dasz er bei solchen Gebeten der Menschen, welche 
Schl!dllches erbitten, die n8t1ge Kor~ektur vornimmt und 
die Erh8rung anders ausfallen l&szt.5~ 
48Ez. 36:37. 
49I K_i_pgs 3:5. 
50James 4:2 
5lvorwerk, .QI?• .Qll., p. 616. 
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·One may therefore conclude that God wills to produce certain 
s e.l u t;ary effects of prayer only when the prayer for those 
ef.fects is actually expressed. This observation, or course, 
is but the expr ession of human short-sightedness, for 
nothing r e :=tlly is contingent with God. ''All things, 1• says 
Mart in Luther II stare in rea.11 ty done necessarily and 
i mruutably with respect to the will or God. n52 Dr. Graebner 
offers a valuable comment in this connection: 
011 ·the one hand, the Christian is assured and com-
forted by the lcnowledge that there is no detail in 
h5.s life which God has not included in His counsels 
and has p111ed et ermined before the ind! vidual is born. 
O~ t h~t we are assured throue..h example and testimony 
by the entire Scriptures. Yet these same r-criptures 
impress upon us the necessity of prayer and make the 
com .. se o:f' our life, the success or our undertaki~s, 
t he escape £.rom perils, contingent upon prayer.53_ 
Thus the conditional prayers or a Christian do avail 
much . They bring back "blessings from the throne of grace,116' 
becaus e the:, a.re secondary means. But does this mean that 
a condition.a.I prayer is actually a channel.through which God 
wills to bestow His girts of grace? There Rre many who 
believe it is just this. "Preyer, n st. John Climacus wrote, 
0is the source of a.11 virtue; it is the chennel through 
52:Martin Luther, l'h! Bondage ~ the .!!!!, translated b7 
Hy. Cole (Grand Rapids: Erdman's, 193U, P• 38. 
53Theo. Graebner, ••Predestination a.nd Hum~ Responsi-
bility, tt Concordia Theological Monthl.Y, V (March, 1934), 170. 
54J. M. Reu, Christian Ethics (Columbus, Ohio: The 
Lutheran Book Concern, 1935), . P• 186. 
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which flow to us all Chr1st1 s graces and all divine gifts; 
1 t is the best a.n.d most necessary means of advancing in 
vir tue. n55 Lest this be taken as e. view peculiar alone to 
t he Romnni sts, let it be noted also that even some Lutherans 
cons-i der prayer as a means of grace. The Da.nish Bishop 
Mart ensen, by wny or example, wrote: ''And prayer has also 
been given t o us by our Lord a.s a means of grace, wh:l.ch we 
a.re t o use along with the other means or grace, and which 
we can always have tvi th us. 0 56 And then there is s. s. 
Schmucker , who i n his dogmatics discusses prayer in connec-
t ion with t he means of grace. He writes: ''Prayer is 
t:1ctually t he meBns of procuring tor us the blessings which 
we seek , and which, without it, we woUld not have attained. n57 
Or , on t h.e contemporary scene, one notes how Dr. Aulen or 
SWeden c ~.lls pra.yer a. means of grace. 58 Dr. Huggenv!k of'f'ers 
t he following comment in re·ference to Aulen' s view: 
There can be nothing radically wrong in calling prayer 
a Mee:ms of- Grace if we assume that it helps us to be 
put in such a relationship to God that we become recep-
tive to the grace_ the.t flows through His word to us.59 
55oirardey, .2:2• ,gll. , p. 12. 
56if. Martensen, Christian Ethics. First Division: 
Individual Ethics (Filinburgh: T. & T. Clark, n.d.), P• l '73. 
57s. s. Schmucker, QR• cit., p. ~86. 
58Tb.eo. Huggenvik, ,!!! Bel.ieve (Minneapolis: Augsburg 
Publishing House, 1950), p. 46. 
59Ib1d. 
I 
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Nevert.neless, those who regard prayer as a specific 
means of g1 .. o.ce a.re standing in a. slippery ple.ce. It is 
truep of course ~ thA.t the term "means of grace" is an 
ecelesiast;l<ml and not a biblical phrase, e.nd so one could 
conceivably alter its content. But when one applies this 
term to prayer and thereby places prayer on a par with the 
Word and sacraments, then one is on dangerous ground. To 
call prayer a specific- means of grace is to conf'lse the 
proper relationship between God's grace and man•s pre.yer. 
In t he first place, grace causes prayer, and prayer does 
not occasio11 grA.ce. Prayer is possible only after grace 
forgives the sins of a person, which is effected not 
t hrough prayer, but through the Word or promise. The fact 
~hRt a Christle.n feels strengthened by prayer is not because 
God r s gi•a.ce "flowed"· to him through his a.ct of praying. 
It would be better to say thfl.t this person• s fa.i th was 
strengthened by the gracious pr'Jmise of God, upon which 
the believer bases his prayer and through which prayer is 
a11Swered. The subjective answer then did not come by virtue 
or the prayer but by virtue or grace touching the person 
through God's Word. There is a second reA.son why it is 
dangerous to call prayer a specif'ic means of grace. To 
place prayer on a par with the Wo~ 8Dl sacraments comes 
de.ngerous.ly close to Neople.tonism. Plutonius,. that avid 
disciple of Plato, had postulated bQth an obJective mystic 
goal in the universe and a subjective mystic sense inherent 
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in ma.n, which sense me.n only needs to discipline and 
develop if he :ls to s.chieve the objective goal ot lite. 60 
T"na person who is subtly following Plutonius believes grace 
comes through pre.yer, whether intentionally or not. He is 
guilty of minimizing the Gospel. and exalting his nP.tura1 
ca.pacities. Indeed) it becomes unnecessary for him to 
depend upon the Word and sacraments for spiritual life, 
because his praying wins grace from God. And even worse, 
this view tends t o put man above the necessity of trusting 
solely in the merits of Christ, since it espouses the 
tenet that man · can earn sa.lve.tion by his own activity. 
Vorwerk's words provide a corrective for these ideas: 
••• a.J.le Gebetserfah..""'U..'"lgen und Gebetswunder ble1ben 
der gottlichen orrenba..rung ••• untergeordnet, k8ZU1en 
nichts davon umstozen nichts dazu hinzutun, sondern 
nur ihren Inhalt bestltigen und pers8nl.ich aneignen.61 
T'nus even though conditional prayer is a secondary 
mee.ns , it is certainly improper to call it n means of grace. 
True, it does result in 1•Getetswund.er. n This, however, is 
due to God's activity, and not to man•s activity of praying. 
The .efficacy of conditional prayer does not come about 
through, much less because of, prayer. God, and only God 
makes condi tiona.l pre.yer efficaciously valid; He answers 
it by virtue or His gracious Word and promise. It is this 
fact which makes prayer an efficient force in the world. 
60p. H. Wicksteed The Relations between~ and 
Philosophf (London: w1i11ams and Norgate 0 191!0/tP- mm. 
6lvonerk, .2.P.• cit., p. 127. 
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This obse1-wvation in turn gives rise to still another major 
question, viz., what is the relationship of the Christian 
·!;o the efficacy of his prayers? 
2. The Believer 0 s Role in Condit~onai Prayer's Efficacy 
One, o:f. course, quite naturally hesitates to s a.y that 
the believer has anything to do with the ef'fieacy of his 
condltlona.l prayers, because the sole causa efficiens of 
both the means and the end of true prayer is the gracious 
activity o~ Goa. Yet God does work in and through the 
believer , and in this sense the Christian does he~e a 
share in m8l{ing conditional prayers effective. This fact 
is best understood by studying the relationship of God's 
Spirit to the f a.1th which prays. 
a . The _Holy Spirit ·and , the Efficacy of Man's Prayer. 
?ne work or the Holy Spirit really deter)Jl!nes the part man 
plays in the efficacy of prayer. For besides engendering 
the faith in man which prays, the Spirit also pr~ys in, 
for, and with the believer, thereby enabling him to parti-
cipate in the ei".fica.cy or prayer. 
This activity is begun when the Holy Sp~rit creates 
true faith in man. The Spirit then grasps man through the 
Word ot·promise and places ·him in such a re1ationsbip to 
God that he can pray. The sinner is now restored to son-
ship with the Father. But the Spirit does even more. He 
also instructs the believer in the purposes of God, and 
assures him or God's just and gracious providence over all. 
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· ma:i'..ters . In fact, this a ssurance becomes a.n inner convic-
t i on o~ the r egenerated one, because the Spirit actually 
pl 2nts the Vv'ord of promise in t he believer's innermost soul 
and t here then testifies concerning the trustworthiness of 
·Ghat promise. 62 T11rough this inne1-- testimony, the Spiri t 
actual l y prays i n the heart of the believer.63 The faith 
nu.r t ui"'ed i n . t hi s manner cannot but pour out its Spirit- led 
desires in fervent prayer.64 Such prayer is certP..inly 
efficaci ous , for because of the Spirit's inner testimony, 
it. ls based. upon the will and promises of God. 
Yet God Os Spirit does more to make Chr"istian conditional. 
prayer efficacious. He also preys for the believer. No-
·where is this fac t expressed more strikingly than in RolJl8llS: 
Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities; for 
we know not what we should pray for as we ought; but 
the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with 
gi--oanings which cannot be uttered. And he that search-
eth the hearts knoweth what is the mind or the Spirit, 
because he maketh intercession for the saints accor-
ding to the will of Goo..65 
In tracing Paul's thought in this passage, one notes how 
the Spirit actually aids the praying believer by praying 
for him. This is necessary because the infirmity or sin 
still affects the Christian, and therefore he cannot pray 
62John 15:25. 
63aa1. 4:6. 
64Eph. 2:18. 
65aom. 8: 26-27. 
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as he ought.,· But He whose strength is made perf'ect in man• s 
weaknesso rescues t he pr.ayer of the 1nrirm one. The Spirit, 
i n short, c omes and prays for the Christian the prayer 
which the Chr:i.stlan could never have hoped to pray a.lone. 
He utilizes the deepest gro~..nings of the believer and 
shapes them into effective prayer. Even more, He actu~.lly 
intercedes for the cause or the believer. As the true 
Advocate and Paraclet e, the Spirit speaks in man•s behalf 
before the throne of graae, and pleads there for all the 
deep and hidden needs of man's welfare. And in so doing, 
the Spi:?:>i t intercedes .f2!: th(?fil! very things, which God 
desires ·to graciously grant. The Spirit, therefore, truly 
prays in and for ma."1, in a. manner comporting with God• s 
w.tll. Herein lies an important observation as regards 
conditional p1"0.yer: the Christian who prays conditionally 
kl:1ows that his poor groanings, which he cannot ever utt.er 
in the .full. knmvledge of God's will, are guided and 
directed by the Spirit in such a way that they will be 
graciously answered. 
All these facts culminate in another truth. The Spirit 
who prays 1n and for the believer e.lso prays with the 
believer. Here one comes £ace to face with the mystical 
union or the Holy Spirit with the believer. In re.ct, one 
could say that the mystery of man•s relationship to con-
ditional preyer's e.f.f:tcacy is the mystery o.f God's spiritu-
al union with man, tor the .fact that God is constantly 
p,:-1TT7t' li l,t~ }iE~ivfORIAL LIBRARY 
.. J.;..J. ~~'\, J..i. ... - A. 
CONCORDIA sr~f:NA..aY 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 
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present and at work in the soul of the believer carries 
tremendous impli cations for t he concept of the believer's 
activity i n prayer. I t means, on the one hand, that God 
is eontinuelly ena.bling the believer to pray as He W!ints 
him to pray. He promotes an ever increasi.ng knowledge ot, 
and obedience to, His will within t he Christian. Because 
of this graci ous activity,, the believer l earns to actually 
submit God' s c~use to God ever more and more in his 
col.'ldltional pr aye~s. And , on the other hand, the reality 
or the mysti cal union means, as has been implied so often, 
t ha~ God is t he source or all the spiritual power which 
t,he Christian exercises in prayer. The Christian prays by 
virt ue of God 0 s poTier,, and his prayer is effective through 
t his power. This is but another way or saying that the 
Holy Spi rit develops both the f aith in prayer and the 
prayer in f Bith, since the more He increases the f'aith 
which prays, the more He also increases mari•s participation 
in the efficacy of conditional pre.yer. It remains now to 
o:t>serve more closely the n~ture of this Spirit-nurtured 
f aith which prays effectively. 
b. The Nature o,f the Faith which Prays Efficaciously. 
The fai ~h ,which avails in prayer is certainl.y not ot a self"-
asserti ve nature. That would be contrary to the Ver"/ 
essence or conditiona1 prayer. The Christian who prays 
conditionally, knows he has absolutely no claim upon God, 
and therefore when he prays• he assents completelY to God's 
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way vrlt h the world. Here one observes f'irst or all that 
t he f ai th which nvr:dls in conditional prayer 1s a submissive 
and receptive f aith. 
Luther expressed these f acts i~ his usual striking way. 
The fait h tha.t prays is 0 reine E)npfl!nglichkeit," he says.66 
I·t possess es nothing 11 and deserves nothing; and yet it 
seeks u ndeserved a.id . Luther depicts it as "die hohle 
Ha:nd des Bettlers, der eine Gabe begehrt.~67 A man who 
prays wit h this attitude knows he cannot do anything to 
help effec·t the answer to his prayer, and therefore he 
waits pe.tiently upon the Lord. He may indeed pray with 
great pas s ion, but neverthel.ess, if he prays validly, , he 
asks everything in submission to the will of his heavenly 
Father. He is willing to receive whatever God should 
grant 11 for he knows whatever God does grant, will be to 
t he welfare of His kingdom. 
These views are especially meaningf'ul for efficacious 
conditional prayer. such a prayer or necessity ought to 
pr oceed from a submissive but receptive faith. The 
believer might indeed pray conditionally for the recovery 
or a. morto.lly 111 person, but in so doing, he would not 
necessarily expect God to restor~ the dying on~ to heal.th; 
he simply expects God to perform His good and gracious will 
66vorwerk, .212.• cit., p. 145. 
67Ib1d 
-· 
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in beha.lf' of the dying one. "When the Christie.n intercedes 
wit h t his A:ttitude, he is satisfied that the Lord knows 
best;. Ce1--t ~inly, the believer doesn • t presume to know 
more t han God does ebout the mysteries or sickness and 
sufff'..ring and death. He or course knows God could miracul-
ously answer his prayer by restoring the dying one to 
healt h 0 but he doesn't knmv if that would be according to 
God ~s will in this specific instance, and therefore he 
doesn't demand a mirnculous answer to his prayer. In this 
connection, one might remember the passage 1n James,68 in 
which it is said that the believing prayer or the elder 
shnLl cure the sick. This passage, however, must be 
interpr eted in the light or the Apostolic Age, when the 
Lord fi .. eely granted charismatic girts or healing. such 
chari smatic gi.fts are no longer extant to the degree in 
whi ch they once nere in the days or the primitive Church. 
Nevertheless, should one have a sincere conviction 
that a friend's sickness is not according to God's will, 
then one could expect a miraculous answer to a conditional 
prayer in his behP..lf. Vorwerk admits this possibility. 
"Freilich gibt es Gebete, 11 he writes, "in denen e1ne 
zuversichtllche Gewiszheit -dbel- den Ausgang vo1•ha.nden 1st, 
weil Gottes Geist die Zuversicht geweckt hat, Gott werde 
68James 5:14-15. 
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erh8ren.q69 A petition or this type really belongs in the 
r ealm of heroic faith.70 Excellent examples or such 
pre.yers are Luther 8 s intercessions for the restoration or 
the dylng Mela.nchton and Myconius to health. It is 1nter-
es·ting t o note the ne.ture of the Reformer's prayer in 
behal f of Mycon:lus, e.s he himself recorded it: 
Der Herr lasse mich nicht h8ren so la.nge ich lebe, 
dasz Du gestorben bist, sondern mache, dasz Du mich 
-Jiberlebst .. Dies bitte ich, dies will. ich, um mein 
Wille soll geschehen, Amen, well dieser Wille die 
Ehre des Namens Gottes, sicherlich nicht mein 
Vergndgen und Wohlsein sucht.71. 
T'nis prayer v1as answered, as is well known. Yet even so, 
t he vel'"Y wo1--ds of Luther's petition reflect how even his 
heroic f aith was essentially or a submissive and receptive 
type. 
His exmnple, however, points out an additional aspect 
of ·the faith which avails in prayer. SUch faith is also 
trusting and confident in nature. The Christian who preys 
coll.di tlonelly, therefore, trusts in the promises to answer 
prayer. 
Really, the only wey the Christian croi avail in prayer 
is to trust completely in the promises of God. Inther 
said, "Wir k8nnen mit Gott niemals anders handeln als 
69vorwerk, .QR.• ill• , P• 621. 
70J. T. Mueller, .im• cit., P• 433. 
7lvorwerk, .Ql?.• cit., P• 73. 
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durch den Glauben an sein Verheisungswort."?2 This means 
that when the Christian prays, he on the one hand actually 
i s reminding God of His promises, ond on the other is 
confi dent t hat God iVill answer preyer because of His 
pi .. o:mises. 1•Ich l"ieb Gott die Ohren m.1t seinen Verheiszun-
gen p o'73 Lut her writes, in explanation of his effectual 
prayer fo1 .. Mele.nchton 9 s restoration from near death. 
Her e then one comes closest to seeing what part the 
bel iever pleys in making conditionei prayer effective. To 
quot e Luther again, nunser Gebet erlangt alles von Gott, 
ni ch.t durch eigene Kraft oder Verm8gen, sondern we11 es aur · 
Gottes Ve~heiszung traut. ,,74 But again this must be noted: 
it is not man who avails in prayer; it is r ather his faith, 
bo1 .. n t hrough the Word of promise end relying in that same 
Wor d or pr omise, ~hich aveils. Werner Elert expresses 
th.is fact quite well. He writes, 
Aber was soil te denn da.s \'Jort Christ von dem Glauben, 
der Berge versetzt (Mtt. 17,20), heiszen, wenn der 
Glaube nicht !mst~nde w#lre, das Unm8gl1che m8gl1ch zu 
machenl Er sagt nicht, da.sz der Mensch dazu imstende 
1st, sondern der Glaube.15 
SU.ell a t eith submits a.11 to the p1•omises of God, and then 
is confident God will answer its supplication. 
'72Ib1d., P• 156. 
.. -
'73Ibig., P• 10. 
14Ibid., p. 99. 
75werner Elert,, Der Christl.iche Gl.aube (Berlin: Furche-
.Verle.g, 1940) 1 P• 349. 
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When the Christian prays aoruU tioMll.y, he is there-
f'o2•e asstu~er1 t.h;:it his petition will be nnswered in such 
met..su.re and m~.nner as will best serve the purposes of' 
God fs providence. Hov; 01"" when God -vill answer his prayer, 
·the be.liever cannot kno'7; nor does he know de.1'1n1tely what 
the answer t o his prayer -rrill be. He eheer.:t'ull.y leaves 
all these ma.t t ers to his Father• s wisdom and will, because 
he is convinced t hat i n some form or other God will i'Ulf'ill 
Hi.s promises t o a nswe1" all VP..lid condi tiontl prayers. 
Luthe1· once said: 
.All who call u pon God eru."nestly end in true faith will 
surely be heard nnd receive aacording to their peti-
tion; though perhaps not at the very hour a.."ld time 
nor iu the measure of their petition nor exactly what 
they pray r or 0 yet they \'Vill receive something much 
bet;t e1-- , greater 9 and more glorious._'76 
The p1 .. cyer v1hich r ises trom such a trusting confidence is 
cez~tainly included and utilized by God in His gracious work 
or provldence. 
I n conclusi on. then, let it be noted that condition~.l 
p1'ayer is efi'ica.ciously valid. This is true not only 
bec?..use Goo desires prayer and promises to answer it, but 
als o because He actue.lly enables the Christian to pray 
according to H.1.s will in providence. The Christian there-
fore prays whRt God Himself' desires, since God's Spirit 
prays in, for, and with him. Thus through His own gracious 
activity, God has included all true conditional prayers in 
76Reu, Jm• cit., p. 182. 
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t he 01"der of t he e f ficaci ous conditions and means of His 
:providence, has coun.ted upon such prayer in His eternal 
will f ol"' the wor•ld, and gives such preyer expression in 
His govermm.ce of t he world. Perhaps no words summarize 
these f acts better than Luther 8 s: 
Es geschehe was da woll e, so richt en wi r alles durchs 
.Gebet a.u s O welches allein di e al..L"D&chtige Kaiserin 
i s't; durchs Gebet l eiten wir, was geqrdnet 1st, 
nringen Zltrecht, was geirret i s t, tragen, was nicht 
gebes sert werden kann~ 'liberw1nden alles Un.gltlck ltnd 
err.,.Dl'ten alles Gute. 7 : 
----·----
77vorwerk, op. ~ • . , p. 62. · 
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